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Both Houses Hold Sessions Santa Fe
Enabled to Extend City Limits.

MICE

Both the Council and the House held
sessions this afternoon.
Preparations were made to hold a joint session and invite the British Ambassador, who will be in Santa Fe on Monday, to make an address.
COUNCIL Monday Afternoon.
e
After the opening ceremonies,

Bill Introduced For
Conference of
All Nations

Mc-Be-

.

REGULATE

JJQUOH

AUIS

presented a petition
against the division of
county. Mechem presented
titions protesting against

protesting
Roosevelt

three

pe-

any dit',
iiicnibernient of Guadalupe
county.
The petitions were referred to the
on counties and county
committee
lines.
The following bills were introduced:
Council Bill No. 59, an act relative
to the surveys of land for county taxation. The bill provides for the survey of counties by metes and bounds.
Referred to the committee on territorial affairs.
Council Bill No. 60, by the President, an act. to amend Chapter 47,
Laws of 1903, to provide for the management of the Las Vegas grant. Referred to the committee on Public In-

TRAFFIC

Proposed to Haye President
Invite Every Nation to Send
12 Delegates.

Washington, Feb. 8 A World's
Temperance Conference, to be held
within a year ami possibly In Washington, Is provided for in a bill introduced by Represenative Shephard of
Texas. The measure directs that the
President invite the various nations
now represented at the Hague Peace
Conference to send 12 delegates to
stitutions.
the propoosed conference for the purCouncil Bill No. 61, by Prince, which
pose of devising and recommending reads as follows:
could
methods by which those nations
AN ACT
with a view of lessening
Making
for the comAppropriations
and regulating the international traffic
of the Executive Mansion,
pletion
and
narcotics
of intoxicating liquors,
the completion of the Addition to
harmful drugs. The President is emthe Capitol, the Furnishing of the
delepowered to name one hundred
Executive Mansion and other purStates.
United
the
to
represent
gates
poses.

Be it

TO

PRESERVE

PESCE

Japan Offers Solution of Vexing
Costly Blaze Gaining Incipiency From a Defective Flue
Destroys Historical Court House

Eill

BUNG

S

iS

GUE

LET

DECIDE

THE-HA-

Says The Tokio Government If Complication
Arises.

COMPLETELY

A Few Minutes After The Discovery of the Fire The Structure Is One Mass of Writhing
Vertiginous Sheets of Flame That Lambently Destroy All In Sight Leaving
Nothing But Blackened and Bare Walls In Their Wake.
and a better equipment
The Court House is no more. What! don all efforts to work from the
formerly the county structure is Mp. They brought out the hose and of fire fiightin ipparatus.
it on the building from the
Temp'orary Locations.
now a mass of blackened, smoulder-- 1 played
The' office of the clerk of the dist00 was M,lft Fof
)jut
ontside)
e
ing, uninviting ruins, caseu ueiwt-.Ulit was fortunate that trict court is temporarily located in
the bare walls, still standing, giving 'they left the building when they did, the undertaking office of Dudrow &
mute evidence of the costly catastro for a moment later, with an ominous, Montenie, Palace avenue. Clerk Wilroar, the tower of the son and assistant Marsh were hard
phe that befell Santa Fe county on deadening
and fell with a at work this morning in their new
collapsed
building
last Saturday night. The Court House fearful crash to the ground below, quarters ns if
nothing had happened.
is no more. One of the great elements scattering brick and debris.
The
Clerk of the District Court Francis
of nature, breaking the chains that whole building was now a seething, C. Wilson desires to express hia
Absolute
destruc- thanks and appreciation to all who so
bound it, gloatingly took possession roaring furnace.
The sight was nobly assisted in removing all the
of the structure and with one fell tion was inevitable.
one, witnessed effects from the clerks office in the
swoop, as it were, devoured all that a most
lay in its path and in almost a twink- almost silently by the crowds that court house.
The office of Probate Clerk George
ling laid low what had been a hand stood helplessly by and, witnessed the
some and stately edifice. The cause utter annihiliation of the
Armijo is temporarily located in the
office of Justice of the Peace Jose Ma.
a defective flue. The result the property.
ilGarcia of the Seventeenth precinct.
overhead
was
The
smoke
and
into
nothingsky
brightly
converting
ness, a $33,000 structure, still not lumined for miles around. Accomp The vault of the probate clerk's office
completely paid for. Such was the anying the crackling and hissing of was opened yesterday and the books
flames was the removed. Everything was found in
calamitous loss that befell the county the
in the destruction of its Court House. crashing and roaring of falling walls, j good condition.
Court Terms at Capitol.
The incipient blaze was discovered floors and stairways, all prey to the
Tn
The Marcn terms or tne u. . enssn tn
of
in the western part of the second rannmnt
fipmpnt
utter hopelessness of the trict court and territorial cdfinty court
floor, shortly before eight o'c'ock, by the
Louis M. Baca, of Dunlap street. The situation
the volunteer fire de- will be held in the chambers of the
to
continued
direct supreme court at tho Capitol.
latter, quickly turning in an alarm, partment
Gets a Fresh Start.
water
into
the
scene
as
of
streams
the
two
speedily
brought upon
About noon today the high wind
as possible the Volunteer Fire De blaze until four o'clock Sunday mornpartment. By the time the fire fight ing. Again about ten o'clock Sun- - that was a blowing fanned the smolers were in readiness to cope witj Mb morning the hose was Play dering ruins into a Maze ani the fire
the flames, the fire had gained con- ed on the still smoldering ruins, and started to consume parts of the intersiderable headway, the raging flames this work continued throughout the ior that had not been wholly de-Fearing that sparks
beginning to shoot threateningly from day and is still going on for the ruins stroyed.
J be carried to neighboring residences
the windows on the west side, but are smoking even now.
Records All Saved.
by the wind, Mayor Sena turned in an
shortly after gained their way to the
fire
the
had alarm and the fire department re- east side and it was not long ere they
Fortunately before
in-w-

Questions

fire-fighte-

The
Record-HeralChicago, Feb.
tlic
today prims
following from
Washington: "Arbitration is Japan's
solution for all questions which may
be raised hetwfvn that nation and tho
1'nited States by the action of state
legislatures on the Pacific coast. This
Is Japan's answer to the
theory that
trouble with the United States is imminent and that even war would not
be unwelcome if the rights of Japanese subjects in America are too far encroached upon. The determination of
Japan to maintain peace and to have
none but an amicable adjustment of
all controversies became more apparent in official circles today when the
arbitration policy was discussed.
If, through the action of the western
lesislatures the treaty rights of Japanese subjects be violated
and the
American government ia not able to
enforce the treaty obligations on account of the peculiar dual system of
government of our country, it is semi
officially announced that the Tokio gov
ernment will propose to the United
States that the questions at issue be
submitted to the international court
of arbitration at The Hague. Whether
the United States will assent is of
course another question not to be determined until the need arises, which
it is hoped never will.
Against Japs In British Columbia.
It was learned today that the British government is much alarmed over
the fierceness of the
sentiment among the people of British
Columbia. Ambassador Brice has been
informed of the situation there that is
threatening and outbreaks of violence
against the Asiatics is more than
probable.
8.--

enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New
Mexico:
Section 1. The following sums are
hereby
appropriated for the purposes
In the House Senate Also Appears
hereinafter mentioned,
Favorable.
Very
For the completion of the Executive
$9,705.
Mansion,
Special to the New Mexican.
For
the
completion of the Addition
8.
Feb.
D.
poll
C,
Washington,
to
the
the same to be of Class
Capitol,
taken by the New York American
shows that the House Is unanimously A modern fire proof construction,
in favor of statehood. In the Senate $10,613.
For the payment of balance due on
Beveridge is absolutely opposed and
Mansix senators wish to examine the bill land required for the Executive
$3,500.
sion,
"before committing themselves.
The
For remodeling the present Capitol
rest of the Senators are favorable to
at its union with the Capitol addition,
statehood.
$3,500:
President Signs Many Bills.
For the Furnishings of the Execu
The President has signed the Antive
Mansion, $G,000.
drew's Omnibus Bill, the bill for a
'
Said
apuropriations being made out
bridge at Albuquerque, bill for land
of
any funds in the treasury not reat Portales, bill for Arizona Court
for payment of interest on the
quired
House and Jails. He also signed the
debt of the territory.
bonded
from
the
John
Crowley
'
paper retiring
The Auditor of the Territory is
Navy.
hereby authorized and directed to
CONFIDENCE "IN STATEor
HOOD THIS SESSION draw his warrant on the Treasurer
DEATH OF MISS
in favor of the Capitol
the
Territory
Washington, Feb. 8. The question Improvement Board for the first four
MARY MORRISON
of statehood for New Mexico and Arisums above mentioned; and in favor
zona probably will be decided during
of the Capitol Custodian Committee
Estimable and Popular Young Woman
the coming week. Chairman Hamil- for the fifth
of said sums; and it shall
of This City Answers the
ton of the house territorial commitbe the duty of the Treasurer of the
Last Summons.
considerto
secure
tee will endeavor
to pay the same out of any
Territory
Judge A. L. Morrison yesterday reation within a week of the statehood
in the Treasury not required
money
ceived
the sad tidings of the death of
bill reported from his committee.
for payment of interest on the bonded
Miss Mary Agnes, at a
his
that
said
Andrews
daughter,
today
Delegate
debt of the Territory.
after a long and
Louis
St.
hospital,
Tie felt confident statehood would be
full
Section 2. This act shall be in
which
had necessiillness
session.
lingering
granted at this
force and effect from and after its pas
tated her going from Santa Fe to St.
Senator Warren said: "I am in fa
Louis for treatment.
vor of immediate admission of the ter sage
fin.n.11 Tnint Memorial No. 5, by
be
to
the
seems
Mary Agnes Morrison was horn at
And
this
ritories."
memorializes congress to
In 1885, a few years after
Chicago.
consensus of the attitude of other Gal'egos. It
75. of the Acts of the
Chapter
approve
her father, had locatMorrison,
Judge
western senators.
3Gth Legislative Assembly, authorized at Santa Fe, she came to Santa Fe
CREATION OF ANNUITY ROLL.
for the
She
with her mother to join him.
ing a bond issue of $100,000
Senator Teller has presented in the territorial
insane asylum at Las Veof
the
the
from
Academy
graduated
Senate a memorial of the Colorado gas. The memorial was adopted with
Sisters of Loretto in this city. Miss
to
cre
legislature favoring legislation
,
unanimous vote.
Morrison was a member of the Cathedate a Civil war officers' annuity roll
Brice Coming.
Ambassador
choir and her sweet voice was al
ral
voland pay surviving officers of the
No. 6, by MechResolution
Council
ways at the disposal of church and
unteer army half of the pay of the
session of
a
for
The deceased had a host of
joint
em,
charity.
provides
highest rank held by them during the both Houses on March Vo to hear
in
this city and elsewhere, and
friends
Civil war.
adBritain
Great
of
no
Brice
local
Ambassador
gathering of young
society
The House has passed the bill pre
Iand providing for
without her
seemed
folks
the
assembly,
complete
dress
:J
to
pay
viouslv passed by the Senate
to
committee
a
was one of
of
She
cheerful
the
presence.
appointment
a
l
"Richard Proctor of Cheyenne, $300 for
Brice and make
Woman's
of
the
Ambassador
members
the
invite
damage to live stock through target the proper arrangements. The resolu
and a faithful worker
of
Trade
Board
practice at Fort Russell.
tion was adopted.
for its objects, and was one of the
TESTIMONY REGARDING
founders of the Wallace club. Miss
Prince for the joint committee on
WOOL INDUSTRY
THE COUNTY COURT HOUSE PRIOR TO ITS DESTRUCTION.
was an active church
Morrison
and
Mansion
uapitoi
the Executive
The House ways and mean commit- Extension after calling attention to
a devout daughter of
being
worker,
of
tee, although it has closed public
church. Her last
Catholic
Roman
will the irregularity in the presentation
A steady stream of water the
valu- - sponded.
shot forth in a menacing manner from .gained sufficientheadway,
a year ago
over
from
in
hearings on the tariff schedules,
matter
dated
the
House,
illness
on
this
a
report
to
locked soon ended all fear of danger.
call for further testimony in regard
few months
of the present both sides, shattering the glass in able papers and records not
the
she
past
and
a
detailed
spent
report
made
removed in time.
the wool industry before closing the status of the Capitol Extension and the windows, consuming the wooden in the valuts, were
.
under the loving care of the good Sis-tsr- s
'
Probate
Clerk,
Yesterday
morning,
revision bill.
at St. Louis, who were with her
Executive Mansion, and recommenda frame work and ascending skyward
se'
Sena ami other8 viS.'DlU nl31UKll,AL
Mayor
,Armljo
The witnesses called will be
well
as
end when she gently fell asleep.
to
the
tions in accordance therewith,
MEETNG WEDNESDAY Besides her
lected by the committee, which wishesg as a bill, Council Bill No. 61,- - embody with a brilliancy that was awe inspir ited the ruins and found the vaults
father,
cooi to open
set nuact ana
certain points regarding the
A. L. Morrison of Palace avethe recommendations. Both tne ing. The volunteer fire fighters the ' and remove sufficiently
Judge
ing
.
...
the contents. Thus all! TKa - . .
,
to work with a will, dragging
industry amplified.
nue, to whom she had been a constant
report and the bill were referred to
'
of
the
records
files,
county
papers
ENTERTAINS.
building,
sisthe
WARREN
hose
into
burning
j
SENATOR
heavy
the committee on finance.
companion, she is survived by a
funvM
i
fttn , Ti'nv- DQim1
j
rtocTtnTlATt
DBfW
iu
tne
Loretto
of
Heights,
House
ugui
Senator Warren of Wyoming,
Dolorine
up
winding
stairway,
eduQf
wiU
held
Sister
on
be
Representatlves
ter,
r- -.
Prince for the committee
i
i
r
ii. I acnoo.
i
and daughter,
flames. And here tney
nccoros.
on Wednesday evening. The subject near Denver. Colo., and five brothers:
v,onway nan
by his
rntinn renorted favorable uouncu seat of the
was
and
powGeneral and Mrs. John Pershing,
Upon permission by the board of of the paper by Prof. Vaughan, profes- - Robert E. Morrison of Prescott, Ari15332, fought with all the courage
of Bill No. 48, amending "Section
commana.
er
at
tneir
TTnlvor. zona; J. E. Morrison of Bisbee, Arint- thA -Xnrmnl
the host Friday evening at a dinner
tnat
' w "- n.nt,, kJVllUWl sor of historv
,
J V,UllUllig,TlUlH p, VVH'UV
iilnlfllf
Compiled Laws, which provides
The
Willard.
New
turnea
"
the
at
water
tne
quivn..j
divers
will be "Pike's Exnedition and
are tax- Having. .
flv
zona; Hugh Morrison, of Los Angeles,
,,
"
4
Sunerintendent John V. Conwav had Bity.
i
of all persons paying poll tax
ot
the
Americans."
the
There
quests of honor were the Secretary the payers for the purpose of school elec- enougn nancucappeu
Coming
,
Calif.; John Morrison of Watsonvllle.
oeen Keeping
tne puwic gchoo rec
fought on and fought
step,
Calif.,' and A. L. Morrison, Jr., of this
yet
they
ue
War and Mrs. Wright. Among
OI
d
numDer
sno'ter
aaaresses,
unanimously.
bill
passed
.
,.,Ji Then suddenly to make the orda at his home where they were ;V1" .
.
were Senator tions. The
to the
West
the
from
PH
guests
city. Her mother preceded her
"
Mechem, for the President, report situation worse, as tiinnirh fate were , val lame at an nours oi rof" ana
The funeral
ago.
and Mrs. Guggenheim, Representative ed
of
"The
several
Preservation
years
Historic
grave
,Q'.on
Council Bill No. 58 by Catron, pro
vuUtU
Mrs.
its utmost to rrustrate tne nre-flnH Mrs. Cook. Senator and
Places," which will refer to the pres- arrangements will be announced later.
Federal doing
a
main unscathed.
cities
that
having
and
created
viding
and
out
Miss
went
Clagett
the
men,
"
lights
-- Carter, Mrs. and
ent condition of the ruins at Abo and
grant four square leagues, that is for a time great confusion, Still, the Much Credit Due Volunteer Firemen. Gran
31r. Breckons.
Quivira, the Garita in this city, FALLS ASLEEP
ex
Santa Fe and Albuquerque, may
on. By this time! In spite of the fact that the men and other
volunteers
fought
The subject of
buildings.
AND LOSES LIFE
their municipal limits to the the fire had gained the roof and ere and boys who fought the blaze are
to come up.
"Archives"
is
adrpsteD IN CON WITH MURDER tend
also
the
The report
such
of
boundaries
grant.
of
lack
not
firemen
and
paid
regular
NECTION
long, great serpentine tongues
recommended its passage. The bill
"and
Paris, Feb. 8. Catulle Abraham
discipline,
they
writhing flames were sweeping heav- drilling
novtnn o . Feb. 8. A boy and girl
RECEIVES
POPE
PIUS
unanimously.
save
to
the
passed
heroic
Mendes, the noted French poet, was
made
efforts
devouring
j
enword, voraciously
were arrested today in connection
AMERICAN SAILORS found dead in a railway tunnel at St.
munie
on
committee
utter
of
At
Mechem
the
from
structure.
the
Lizzie
of
the
buildings
of
entire upper part
with the supposed murder
Rome, Feb. 8. The Pope gave a Germain today. It is believed that his1
same time the flames found struction. They were handicapped
whose
uody was cipal and private corporations reportfha vM
"
rumaii,
Bill
all
No.
ed
Council
in
deserve
45,
front
therefore
on
President,
by
the
tower
ways,
many
private audience today to fourteen death was accidental. He dined last
their way into the
found An a cistern last Friday. The
The
underofficers and a number of sailors evening with a friend and it is bewith
amendments.
in
a
but
It
ef
for
their
favorably,
t.hn
possible
hiiildinsr.
gratuitous
of
enwrapping
names
of
praise
the
ontiPi. refuse to reveal
railroad
from
bill
authorizes
C.
assistant
the American supply ship Celtic. lieved by the police that while on the
forts.
With
corporations
fire.
Alarid,
RPpthin!r mass of hungry
Henry
the young prisoners or give out the to
cor - 'the blaze now in full possession ot, chief, Paul Gonzales, foreman and The Pope said that he was greatly way to his home at St. Germain, ho
of
other
of
securities
dispose
evidence on which they were appre
The bill the nnner floors and roof and un-- C. M. Dettlebach worked hard and pleased to receive .the American saii- - fell asleep in the train and by mistake
they may hold
hended. The stomach and vital organs porations
amended.
as
ot his compartment
was
passed
of
questionably beyond control of man,- long and deserve unusual credit. One ors and to be able to express his grat opened the doorwas
of the dead girl are in the hands
still In the tunnel
- the
American people while the train
all
for
made
was
the
itude
on
that
committee
been
galmen
for
who
had
the
however,
point,
agriand
strongly
Mechem,
the
boys
physicians for chemical analysis,
beneath the
fell
tne
thus
out,
no
in
and
is
have
done
rolling
and
Muntiw
that
the
absolute
need
alter
thev
could,
best,
Italy
evident,
aiding
au
I
o
J
theory of poison having neeu
wheels.
of
of
a
trained
to
abau
disaster,
sorps
paid
were
thoroughly
compelled
earthquake
On
reluctantly
(Continued
Page Eight.)
vanced.
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I MINOR
At ji&X.

-1

SSDenver,

.1

pecial

CITY

Colo., Feb.

8.

Established 1856.

ale

V

X

8, 190?.

Incorporated 1903

Wea- -

,eligman Bros,

X

portion and much colder.
V

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

TOPICS!

ther forecast for New Mexico:
Suow in northern portion tonight
and Tuesday and rain In southern

.

N.--

Co.

x

J. B. xVilliams,
t
specialist
2L'2 Garfield avenue.
Wind at Silver City On last Friday
the high wind took the roof from the
steam laundry at Silver City and
caused other damage.
"
I lie i
uuaincas
meeting
monthly business
meeting of the
Christian Endeavor Society will be
held in the First Presbyterian church
WILL COMMENCE.
vx
I
tonight.
Home
Missionary
Society The
Woman's Home Missionary society of
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church
'
will meet tomorrow afternoon
AND "WILL CONTINUE DURING
with
Pleasant to take, ra pid results.
Mrs. E. E. Friday.
Contains nothing injurious.
THE BALANCE OF THE MONTH.
Terpsichorean Affair Thursday
COUGHS, COLDS,
Next Thursday evening the Woman's
CURES
SORE THROAT,
VIIOOPINO COUGH AND
Board of Trade will give one of Its
This important event reveals unusual bargains. In adALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
regular dances. Every one is invited
dition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
to be on hand and take part in the
commendable features. Exclusiveness of styles and
Colo., writes; "I can't say
general good time.
onouj'h for Ballard's Hore-houn'- cl
Cancel Schubert
an unusually large assortment to select from.
Concert EngagSyrup, It has cured
ementOn account of the destruction
of the croup and my
my
baby
of the county court house, a telegram
children of severe Coughs.
THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVIR QUOTED.
has been sent to the management of
I know no better mo;dicine."
the Schubert Concert Company, can
25c, EOc and $1.00
celing the local engagement.
FOR A HALF CENTURY
.Elks Preparing for Dance The Elks
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
36.
POBox
Phone 219
are actively preparing for the dance
ST. LOUIS. MO.
THE LEADING DRY GOODS
which they are to give on the 22nd
at the Palace hotel. The affair promHOUSE IN THE CITY.
ises to be a most delightful one and
SrH and Recommended by
is being looked forward to with great
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
expectations.
Real Estate Transaction Major R.
J. Palen has purchased from Miss New Mexican that they "are able to
Annie G. McKenzie, the lot on upper present a very strong case on behalf
of Price and that many mitigating cir
raiace avenue, adjoining the Palen
residence on the north and lying be- cumstances have come to light since
tween it and the residence of Percy F. the trial." Theythope "to present the
case fully before Governor Curry at
Knight. Consideration private.
some future date."
Money Order Business The money
The Tale of Hopkins In a recent
order business of the local postofflce
last week amounted to $7,104.58. number of the Editor and Publisher
There wer-- issued 220 orders amount- appears a character sketch "The Tale
of Hopkins," by W. F. Wilcox, of the
ing to $1,771.18; there were paid 171
Mex-icoorders amounting to $3,274.73; there editorial staff of The Daily New
laid
scene
in
is
at
The
La
Jara,
were received $U58.G7 of money order surplus; and $000 from money or- the San Luis country of Colorado, just
across the New Mexico boundary. The
der drafts.
Editor and Publisher says of the
Passion Play.
At the opera house the beautiful writer: "The author of this story of
western newspaper life, is a newspapictures of the "Passion
per man of Santa Fe, N. M. He has
will
be
shown
Play"
tonight and Tues- contributed to the magazines several
day night, This will be the only time
this year that they will be shown and vivid sketches full of the color of the
THEY NEVER GO OUT
could not be obtained this time for pioneer Southwest."
terBeavers
Willian
Anent
Griffin,
more than two nights. There will
has returned
be no show Wednesday night, and ritorial game warden,
from Espanola and vicinity where he
watch for Thursday's announcement.
COLES
THE ORIGINAL
COLES
was called to investigate beaver matHeld for Proper Address At the
anithese
the
residents
Downdraft
ters,
and
claiming
only Absolutely
local postoffice two letters sent out by
Magazine for
mals were doing damage. Mr. Griffin
Air Tight
Air
the Lincoln Centenary committee, ad- found
Hard Cold
Tight
that the beavers are cutting
dressed to the mayor of Little Water,
doa
down
few cottonwoods but are
N. M., and the mayor of Benton, N.
no damage. There are quite a
M are held because New Mexico has ing
The abeve cuts represent the neatest aproach
number of beavers in that vicinity
no postofnees of that name. For simRio
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
the
number
the
Grande,
ilar reason a letter addressed to Rev. along
to increase while the $500
seeming
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
T. E. Finley, Johnson's Mesa,"is held. fine
for molesting them is prohibited
J. B. Downey in Silver City Light
in
law.
securing the agency for this line and respect'
Plant According to the Silver City by
Lincoln Centenary Stamps Postinvite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
fully
Enterprise, J. B. Downey and asso- master Paul A. F. Walter today reof
ciates have secured control of the
having purchased heavily. We are in position
ceived Santa Fe's quota of Lincoln
New Mexico Light, Heat and Power
to
make exceedingly low prices.
commemorative stamps and they will
company at Silver City. Mr. Downey be
on sale on February 12. The
placed
has been a resident of the Tesuque
number assigned to Santa Fe is 3,000.
valley, near Santa Fe the past few The stamps are issued in commemoryears,-wherhe owns one of the larg- ation
of the one hundredth annivers
est and finest orchards. He came
Phone
ot Lincoln s birth. They are of
ary
here from Albuquerque where he had
No 14
the denomination of two cents and of
been engineer of the electric
light the same color as the ordinary two-ceV
works.
The vignette bears a
stamps.
The Elmer L. Price Case Captain
fine profile of Lincoln and the stamp
E. P. Bujac of Carlsbad, and Judge
is a most artistic one. The stamp will
Clifton J. Pratt of Oklahoma Citv. but
be on sale from February 12, on, until
formerly of Kentucky, who have been the 3,000 allotted to Santa Fe are disFor anything and everything appertaining to Printing or
Binding
in Santa Fe as attorneys for Elmer L.
call
on
the New Mexican Printing ComnanT.
course
will
which
in
be
the
of,
posed
r
'
'
j
Price, who seeks a pardon from his
of two or three days.
life sentence for murder, state to the
rye-sigh-

OUK ANNUAL

OF MEN'S SUITS

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

!

WEEK
ONLY

CFOR THE

STYLES

TE

PRICES.

Sale

25.00
22.50
20.00

$27.50
22.00
19.00

"
"
"

"
"
"

17.50

OTHERS MAKES

18.50
16.00

Suits

12.50

"
"

Sale

"

10.00

16.00
'
14.00
10.00

"!
"
"

8.00

PEKSONAL L'KUFJfiKTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAM
On noteB, diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and
high m $206.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

u

FApif

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

ONE

SPECIAL

'

ii Santa

Fa.

SPECIAL

WEEK

a,zs

San
4kiLS

store

up-to-d-

2.65 pei? Box
Pie Fruit in Gal. Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES

;

Winter

rocery Co.

WW Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe,

Appearance

hand-colore-

Phone 101.

The lareest and th otjIt

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES aire

d

Tight Heaters

HARDWARE CO.

(Continued On Page Eioht.)
ft is b .uuiitaeu luce tmu real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best remiltsar
obtained
by advertising -. the New
Mexican,

No. 40.

Telephone

itop That Cold
CALL

Ap

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
a:

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

rated

China,

Deco-

Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

1

To check early coMs or Grippe with "Preventlcs"
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
with Preventics is safer than to let it run and ha
obliged to cure It afterwards. To be sure, Pre- ventics will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or
head-of- f
these early colds. That's surely better.
That's why they are called Preventlcs.
Preventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quin.
ine, no physio, nothing sickening. Nice for the
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
chilly, if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think ol
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget jour child, ii
there is feverishness, night or day. Herein prob.
ably lies Preventlcs' greatest efficiency. Sold in
Be boxes for the pocket, also in 25c boxes of 48
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you

Preventics

JEWELER

STRIPLING-BURROW-

MM
PHONE.

i

i

I

i

i

Zook's Pharmacy PHONE.
NO. 213.

NO. 213.

i

I

i

i

n

i

!

m

CO.

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Peed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon. getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.

'-

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Jewelry, Silverware,

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH.

BALLARD5
SYRUP.

Economy in Fuel

Every suit will be pressed before delivered,
Come at once and have your first choice

Win.

Baby
1 wont cry if
divoy mm

1

HART SCHAFFNSRT& MARX

Suits

j

I

FIRST CLASS; WORKMANSHIP
AND A LARGE ASSORTMENT TO
SELECT PROM. WILL BE SOLI)
AT THE FOLLOWING REDUCED

$3250

j

FRESH EGGS
'

CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Sole Asrenov For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOT)
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT

LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
St EDS I
that make it worth your while to The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe N. M.

purchase all.

LUMBER

DIAMONDS

of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requisite of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOO&L

H. C. YQNTZ

MEXICAN

C. W. Dttdrow.

FILLED AT ZOOK'S

PHARMACY IS DONE SO AVITH SKILL
AND CARE. EACH INGREDIENT EN-

TERING INTO A PRESCRIPTION "IS
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
r

FILIGREE

"JEWELER- Y-

RIGHT 8EHVIC.E

PRESCRIPTION
A PRESCRIPTION

FO HLIOVU
HFPPH
WATCHES
Eyes Tested
Fitted

By

mt

Up-t-

Date Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWAHE.
n Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

846

Ljjrjrrm
PHONE.

NO. 213

Zook's

:

I 71

S

I

I

1

i
1

Pharmacy

s

s
1

K

PHONE.
NO. 213. n

j

iJ

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

8,

1909.
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NOTICE

IT. S.

FOR PUELICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
Depnrtnient of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

to enjoy life and health and from hero
they wi'l go to the other portions of
the territory to enjoy its wonderful
and its wonderful advantages.
scenery
Delivered Before a Meeting of the
I said, this will not come to
But.
as
Board of Trade.
Its mi'ii'lv fur thn nukim' It U'ill tiix.il
determined etloit und as well a unit-A- t
Gentlemen of the Board of Trade:
ult 011 our
f'1
!K've beeu
of
the request of the President
l,UBt a"d lir tytlil' affllcted b
this o.ganization, I will endeavor to
""""
make a few remarks to you. I do not
consider myself a public speaker, but Any community, and that is personal
the matter upon which I have been jealousy; Jealousy that our brother
or our neighbor might receive more
requested to address you, is a. matter 1,.,
...
i.
lom"
' a u IH,H"1 uu ' Ul
o dear to my heart, that I could not """"';
our
in
iiifiii
snouiu
ny
progress,
refuse your honored President.
this be so? Have we not all of us a
Gentlemen, the question of the imcommon interest, and is it not true,
provement and the future of the city that if one
man takes the initiative
of Santa Fe, is a hard matter to speak
in
something for Sanabout; conditions and circumstances ta accomplishing
U
to do So,.; even
and
aide
Fe,
are such in Santa Fe, that the Mayor
of the City of Santa Fe, whoever he though it lie to his honor, that his ac- ""itiu!i
lruumm nut, umy
his desires and
may be, whatever
s we. tare aim Honor,
id
uiai
person
ideas may be, is working
at all
times uphill and almost under incon- but to tho honor and we'fure of every
ceivable disadvantages, disadvantages citizen and property owner in our
that are always tinperceived by tho city? What should we do then? Concitizens of the city. The mayors of tinue as of old? No, gentlemen. It
this city, and I speak from personal behooves us to bury the hatchet, to
work arm in arm with our common
experience, and have no dubt that and most
bitter enemy, as thus alone
my experience has been the experiwe can secure all those things that
ence of others mayors before me, are
we may aim to get.
You have not
very often approached by citizens of to
to
an example
see
far
go
very
the city, who no doubt have the best
interest of the city at heart, but who ot thls Un,c ,hlS (,f lmnm,n' iu,a c"
t comes to the city's
are not aware of the conditions, and l'c'''ilt'011
1 ravel with me a few mo- mnrOi
nf tho fln.nni,,! ..,..nii n( i"ire8t.
1,!'llts 01lly a few lniles lr01n 0llr cltv- the city, and asked to do this or that Go
to the city of Albuquerque and see
other thing, or why it is not done.
vthat that community lias accomplish- In the last five or six years we have
seen a great deal of improvement in ed in a lew short years, see the growth
and advancement there apparent, und
our beloved city; we have seen mod
te!l me, has that come to Albuquer- ern cottages erected, public improve
ments of good va'ue, and today we que because it is Albuquerque, or
'
"""" cou- are witnessing an improvement n the '
over other
! !0DB
,am ,
way of public buildings that has never
vmco
Lue
iu
Itrntory: 1 oeileVo
been equalled in the past. Organizanot; nay, I am certain it is not, for
tions have sprung up amongst us that never
will I surrender the first place
If directed properly and for the best
in climatological or other conditions
interest, cannot help but do us a great and
to any other city
deal of good and help the advance- - thrm surroundings
1.
Hnit'i ITn If

THE CHARGE OF THE

ABLE ADDRESS
BY MAYOR SENA
STATEHOOD BRIGADE
(As All Hope It Will Be.)

Dec. 29, 1908.

Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward,
All towards the Capital Great,
Wont the Committee.
"Forward for Statehood," he said.
Into the Capital Great
Went the Committee.

Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
who, on Sept. 17, 1906, made Homestead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047,
for SE 4 NV
SW
NB
Lots
Section
18, Township 14
North, Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prin. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final
Proof, to
estab'ish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, ou the 11th day of March,
4

Claimant mining na witnesses:
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares,
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Co?! Land.
Serial No. 08030.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Paz
Roybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on December 10, 190C. made Homestead en08030
7
try Serial No.
No.
for
W
4
of
NE
S
nd
of NW
of Sec
tion 25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E.,
N. M., P. M has filed notice of Inr
tention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the United States land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
day of March, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafael Montoya, Anacleto
Contreras,
Martin Gonzales and Vincente Jimenez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Flashed all their facts most bare,
Flashed them without compare,
Stagg'ring opponents there.
Arguing Statehood, while
All the world wondered.
Made e'en the Senate revoke,
Right through the line they broke.

1--

4

five-yea-

'

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
Serial No. 03537.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 190S.
Notice is Ijereby given that Casi-mlr- o
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 7483, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice
of intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Manuel Quintana, Jesus Gutierrez,
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
--

1-- 4

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

Bev'ridge and Aldrich
Reeled from the master stroke
Shattered and sundered.
Then they went back, yes all,
All the Committee.
-Solon to right of them,
Solon to left of them,
Solon behind them,
Shouted and Wondered.
Stormed at with cheering yell,
Objects of popular spell
They that had fought so well,
Came from what seemed defeat,
Back from the Capital.
Praise now each one of them,
Praise the Committee.

in this city the
there was
body known as the Woman'? Hoard of
Trade, an organization which has already accomplished every end for
which they have start-iral to thcm
the city and its good citizens are indebted in a great measure. Tliey
have been the means of b ;auti.fyiug
r.M Hi!,n
nil,- - mihlif nnvlf
W
-i l
i
" -- l'"
'
which cannot be found in the eutire
territory; recently they have built a
public library which is a lasting mon
ied

When can their glory fade,
Oh, the great fight they made,
All the world wondered.
Honor the fight they made,
Honor the Statehood Brigade,
Noble Committee.

m-p-

ument to

Honor George Curry's raid,
Oh, the great fight he made,
All the world wondered,
Honor Sol Luna, pray,
Andrews and Bursum, unafraid, '
Noble Promoters
-- By Raymond Haacke, with apologieg
to Tennyson.

and

tneir

undaunted

energy

that without the help of Mr.

Car- -

Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

'"

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young Q

I

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location

of any Military School In the Union. Located
i)
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of tho West at an elevation of 3,700
foot above sua level, suushlne every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
E'even Oftieers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard
oastarn colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, healed, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars atil Illustrated catalogue
address.
.
COL. JAt. W. WILL30N,
Superintendent,
tammsr-mmmnsm-

Bm

QJ0 CALIEflTE ffOT SPRINGS.

alkalln Hot Springs In the wort.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the mlrao
juious cures attested to In the follow,
diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur- ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
...
stc.
.hH-.- -.,
v,
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Jrorn 0 to 122 degree
The gases are Hoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
iiiiiciib day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Mruvnis, nitnuuv u,wu
'ery dry and delightfjl the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and wa!i
round. Ther Is now i commodiou ho- - for SanU Fe 'rain upsn request. This
tel for the convenlenco of Invalids and resort is attractive at all seasons and
tourists. People suffering from Con- - is open all winter. Passengers for OJ
anrmm and rtl
iiimnflrtn.
nntajil. Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 . m.
"Ot
thr0UBh tl,eIp eftorts and
accepted. These and reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m., thf
""i-,
,
..-.- iT
..,,,
.it--. - same
irM.invito nui n,
vvm.biu ikokoa
i,wfcv.c-- i yiHdia vi
day. For further particulars eY
uuuit tu Lue 1101 111 UUU "
'.
richto
will
see
,lne
dress:
you
B'Hon, being the
that everything there is
to
Santa
Fe
and
bound to
inuutary
be so; look to the east, west and
south, and in every direction that you
Ta
Conntv. W. iW
turn, you are bound to find some re
source that no other city has and
Whlh" nnn hn lmmn,1
!i. i eilOrt
uS il UUUSU
iuiueu 1...
fni- - the
benefit und advancement of
our city. The scenic beauty of our
surrounding mountains cannot be surpassed, and to say the least, look
br0Ueht t0 Santa Fc'
h?

Thett celebrated Hot Springs are

lo-l-

tne rnidst of the Ancient Cliff
eated
mllee west of
Dwellings, twenty-fivTaos, and fifty mllee north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-lnanco Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage rune to the springs,
e

g

-

-

ih

""".

,,.,,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

0orllen1.

J'

negie or any known philanthropist.
In my opinion, gentlemen, there is
nothing too good for them; or any fa- vor too great at the hands of the citi- sens of Santa Fe, that should not be
chf CTful'y accorded to them. I have
;
only stated two of the more visible
actions accomplished by this noble
band of public spirited and patriotic
women, without stating the number
less acts of charity that they perform
:
in every-dalife. Let us imitate their
follow
and
their example.
patriotism
Our city has Seen the erection with'
ln the last few years of modern busi
ness blocks nnd also tbp stnvt of a
rmmhpi nf tipw ImsitiPcq pntortirioc
and generally the city has been rapid!

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest."

1

Solon to the right of them,
Soln to the left of them
Argued and thundered.
Stormed at with words most fell,
Boldly they fought and well.
Right in the Capital Great,
Right in the mouth of hell
Fought the Committee.

10,-36-

2

f

"Forward the Statehood Brigade!"
Was there a man dismayed?
Not tho' each booster knew
Goodrich had blundered.
Their's quick to make reply,
Theirs to give reason why,
Their's but to do or die,
Into the Capital Great
Went the Committee.

1909.
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PAGE THREE

ch?

,by

Ue

n'1 th

mff9'
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Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

the

nSs
Pajarito park only j
"
,niilef "thwest of us, easily
TO
m a f
trav'
'?fied "r
Are
;
we
go-ates;
city,f
,
"'o l uuuw aii tnese lnnumerii h o
.
i
condltJc lo rv n n
" " us uimeefl-,
,
um
v.r.w,.,,, m,i.
ict us ao, as en
.
.
wm 9
m
t
v.
r
ot
does; aave Money and inconvenience
,0,;r
Jom hands wh
it comes to!
AI'I'LrOATIOSS FOR GRAZING PERDOMRSTIH MfiNRV ORDRRS TRAVELERS'
;x... i
if
iikj lnrcn-uott- .
MITS NuTK Ih hereby giving that nil
lec us 311
J'
Register.
for penults to graze cuttle,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
forget nolities. fnnmt Mwonn,i
y
liorsfx,
and hogs .within
goats
sheep,
.the
,V
..
m
r L'i
L
Li
X:
..I
It is an admitted fact that real esenmities, forget personal strife, let
of 1909, must be filed at my otiice nt
Payable Throughoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
us forget the fact that it will
tate, financial men and merchants all season
Santa Ke, New Mexico, on or before March I
perhaps
benefit
1909.
1,
this
Full
to
iinfonnntion
in regard
the
person more than it will
say that quickest and best results are
and all Foreign Countries.
festo he charged and blank forms
that J, 11, ,, ,!..! l."m.. oni.
obtained by advertising in the New grazing
to be used in making application will be
remember
.",u,vlu'ull
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
furnish upon request. RoS.S McMILIAN.
mat Dy workinaJ arm -in aim fm. iha
Mexican.
i"c
kro....iu,.
evt7!"ins ,that we ac'
redound some
,,
f.nrl
v
h
nrtvanciutr.
whil
boom
"
in the near future to the mani
llme
as yet reached us it has been that common
welfare of us all.
steady, healthy growth that comes to
I
have
been asked to outline a few
stay and is of permanent benefit to of
ideas
my
and intentions for our
the city.
wt- - B"einnient and
I
I have been the mavor of this city
improvement,
for hardly a year, and since that Gentlemen, where shall I begin? There
tnos"nds and thousands of things
time a number of our streets have "re
1
been placed in good passable condi- - lat have to be clone that should be
tion and the management generally clone' and wuich llllve 1'een left un-o- f
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
the city, has, I believe, been good, done' not "ecause we do not know
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
and for the better; certainly every- - how to d them, but because we ftave
eeu
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
unable
do
to
them,
fiucially
thing that has been done has been ,
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructl,r Clty revenue is exceedingly small
done only with the desire to advance
for practical life under modern conditions.
t0. accomplish anything tangible, you
ors, especially educated and trained for their respecand improve our city.
Complete
be
to
know
it
that
surprised
to
of
as
the future
gentlemen,
tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
UCollege courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical theNow,
to $y,2.'M.51.
Now,
city. Would it be necessary for ain0nts only
"Civil and Electrical
in numbers.
me, or rather, would I be able to de- - Kentlemen, what can be done with
Engineering and ic Household Ecoscribe to you the great future of this tl,ls sma11 am0llllt, with this small
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and
You all know that we have
College of Letters and
city? I hardly believe It enue?i
Agriculan
obM8'ation,
to
hy
meet
franchise,
necessary. Every one of you here
Sciences, Engineering,
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
present knows that there is no place aswe11 as other absolutely necessary
Education, Preparatory
in the United States that can compare thlngs that lm,st e done; as, for
course. Expenses are low and there are
many opportunities
Commercial.
us as to climatic conditions, and Htance. we are forced for our sani-thi- s
for self support.
alone is bound to make of dear tary conditions to have garbage wag-ol- d
Santa Fe one of the greatest re- - 011s. and sprinklers, as well as to
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.
sorts of America. For one moment, malntain a small police force, which
sufficient, still
you can all. travel in your imagina- - ait0USl1 Entirely
tion and see what Colorado Springs d'eumstances are such that we can
at reasonable ratesi
has become, you might say within a not do without them, nor can we in-- 1
Address
President W. G. TIGHT,
u
so
as
to
reobta'n
better
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
quarter of a century. Has not Santa cr?ase
AUer tnese matters are paid
Fe better conditions and better u'lsAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
of
to
make
it for'we have little or nothing left to
surroundings
the greatest pleasure resort, as I have be S1)ent in l)ubl'c improvements. As
in America. But will these same you are a11 aware. one of the liobbies
said,
4
1 naye is the
laying of side-- '
resources, natural as they are, bring wh,cn
!
of themselves the desired conditions walks and 1 wisb to say here, tout
and advancement, which I am sure we thIs corainS spring it is my intentiun,
of the city coun- all wish for Santa Fe. will they come. with the
eet, to lay as many
to us merely for the asking and with- -' cl ' whlch 1
(27 wan Franelw Strtol
out any effort on our part? I do notjllliles of sidewalk as I shall be able
think so. What then is it necessary to do, within the balance of my term,
for us to do; lie dormant as we have and as many sidewalks as for which I
done in the past, continue strife shall be able to find buyers of the
of
the
laid
in
same,
amongst ourselves and lose every op- liens
iDfllan
portunity merely because we cannot front of the properties of such
as
are
persons
not
to
to
comfe
work in accord? No, I do not, believe
willing
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Werk,
so; nor do I believe that those of us the front and aid us in that respect.
I
believe
that
Opals, Turquoise, Gamete and Other Geme .
sidewalks
are a great
who have the great welfare of Santa
MOTTO: Te Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
OUft
in
our
should
and
be
Fe
in
our
necessity
will
city
stand
inmost hearts,
.
I
laid
if
to see these conditions longer. What
possible in the entire city. Our
then should we do? Gentlemen, I4 as! streets, at least the business portion,
the chief executive of your municipal should be naved. but in this
government, ask and plead of you to we can hardly accomplish very much'
start from this very evening, place uniu such time as we are liberated!
your shoulders to the wheel and do from our enormous railroad debt.1
everything that lies in your individu- What a'blessing that will be, and how
al power to advance the interests and many things which are not done today
"
EVERYTHING
;..
future success of this city. ,1 have no merely for the .fear of driving out
AND
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS
doubt in my mind that Santa Fe, on people from our town, will be accompSUCH AS
account of its geographical conditions lished then. Gentlemen, there is one
Ladie'g Cloaks, and
which has been in my
j'is bound to be not only in years to improvement
come, the Capital of the greatest mind since I took the oath of office
Skirts, Men's Youths
state in the Union, but as well as that as mayor, one which should be done
and Boys Stfits etc.
a great railroad center in the Terri- as early as possible and that is the
WILL BK SOLD BKIlW COST
tory. From here railroads are bound establishment of a complete and efto branch out in all directions, as even fective sewer system for our city.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
today, we have more outlets than any Few cities are geographically placed
other city in this Territory. Here, I
'I
Elks' Hall.
believe is where "the people will come
106 Palace Avenue.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
Telephone 142. Night 152 House.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Vice-Preside-

at the Santa Fe Postofflca.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ ,20
Dally, per week, by carrier
.75
carrier....
by
month,
Daily, per
.65
Daily, per month, by mail.
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by

Daily, six montas, by mail

I

13.75
2.00
1.00
.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is th3 oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is cent to
very postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
rtong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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WANTED

A

HISTORY OF NEW
MEXICO.

Six years ago the legislative assenv
i
My of New Mexico comnuss'oneu
Colonel J. Franco Chaves to write a
history of New Mexico, but an nssas-ss huml si ruck down the veteran
lef.islatui and patriot before he completed his vork. The lack of a his.

,,

u-

n.uui,

.v...

...

.

of
Kf.lph

scrutiny

careful
12.

Twitchell

is

wefai,e

"Business men and citizens of ev- ery other class interested in securing
the construction of a system of good
roads covering the entire state should
join in a movement to show the mem-- 1
bers of the legislature what is needed
and to demonstrate that without re-- :
gard to partisan differences the people are of one mind in favor of action at this session.
"The construction of such a system of roads would ' require manv
years, and hence the sooner it is be-- ;
i;un the better it will be. But in or- der that this may be done the legisla--tur- e
should enact a law which would
enable interested communities to be-- 1
road building!
gin at once. Thus
might go on in many different sec-- !
tions of the state, every such highway
to form ultimately a part of the whole
system."

s

Ool-opi--

ins a vigorous campaign for legislation of that character.
"Xo political issue is involved in
Hia mtftcMrm
if v""""
irtn ut iim i ti cr gO0(j
"
""
""'"s
roads. Members of the legislature
may unite in favor of an efficient law
without considering
their partisan
differences. This is one subject concerning which they may come to
gether as citizens of the state and
f()r itg

today man n was six years asu, cum
thereforn, tne bill introduced in the
House prnvuhng for the writing and
publication of such a history should
become a law, if its incidental
are such as ought to pass the
1

enga'l

upon writing such a history whicn
will be monuraental in its scope ar.u
iiccurate in its ftatenients, The part
a1
ready v. i it fen, that covering tlie
Amerir?n occupation, is a model of
historical writing. That the want of

history of the Territory
is felt elsewhere can be gathered
from the following editorial in the
Denver Republican of last Saturday:
an

"New Mexico's celebration, Feb. 1,
of the sixtieth anniversary of the
signing of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo which made the territory an
American possession, emphasizes the
need of more local histories in the
A THOUSAND BILLS AND MORE.
west, It is safe to say that the perMore than a thousand bills were inson who starts to find out details retroduced
in the Colorado legislature
and
Mexico's
New
admission,
garding
who would follow up this information up to Saturday. The Colorado lawwith a general idea of New Mexican makers evidently did not heed the adhistory, will be sadly disappointed, vice given them in the last message
for the reason that only one history of retiring Governor Buchlel which
of the territory has been written in finds application in every capital durthe past generation, so far as can be ing the legislative fever:
"All of you who are new at this
ascertained, and that volume has long
business will find yourselves
in a
been out of print.
"New Mexico does not provide an fever of excitement, not only to do
isolated case, however, when it conies what this Seventeenth general assem
to scarcity of available historical ma- bly ought to do, but also to anticiterial. A we:l known writer recently pate the work of the Eighteenth and
of the Nineteenth and of the Twen
pointed out that few western states
have good condensed
histories, de- tieth general assemoues. When hatcan alspite the fact that the rewards for fever s burning you up, you
bring yourselves back into
this kind of writing are often larger
a
into
nial
and
temper
temperature
than the rewards that come to the
f
humility by recalling, from The
novelist, for the reason that the
e
Ruhaiyat, that cooling and quieting
wand is steadier. A good
vlll
sell for many quatrain of Omar Khayyam:
history of a state
historian
the
with: "'And fear not lest Existence closing
and
provide
years
a steady income while even a 'best
your
'
Account, and mine, should know the
selling, novel is de:id in a year.
like no more
"The west has novelists and short-storwriters galore, but why are not The Eternal Saki from that Bowl has

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

WHEN THE WILDWOOD WAS IN
FLOWER.
"When
the Wildwood
was in
Flower," is the euphonious title of a
and illustrated
beautifully
printed
book by (3. Smith Stanton printed by
the J. S. Ogilvie Publishing company.
"To those men and women who endured the hardships and braved the
dangers of the frontier that their descendants might enjoy the comforts
and benefits? of civilization, this volume is dedicated," says the author,
and as there are a number of such
pioneers in New Mexico, and as the
author describes vividly life on the
plains, the book will undoubtedly find
many readers in New Mexico. It is
an unvarnished tale told in every-daEnglish without effort at literary embellishment.
It is not a volume that
will live aa a literary masterpiece, yet
its interest will hold the reader to the
last line. There are fine descriptive
passages, but in the main the narrative is rambling, though true to life.
It is not a thick or heavy volume and
may well serve to pass an hour pleas- antly, but the author will not find
union u a, response iu ma preiace
which says: "If the author's account
herein of his experience with one of
the gigantic trusts shall help to arouse
'
of
public opinion to the necessity
combinations
those
great
crushing
ere tlvey become the absolute dictators of our government, this little volume will not have been issued in
vain," for much more graphic pens
have attempted the same work and
the power of the trusts has been
curbed so that the danger is not from
them, but from people who go to the
opposite extreme.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHES.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

Entered as Second Class Matter
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New Mexico

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and

j

DiS-tv- ir

Pniivta nf tVin Ti,ltniir In tha
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
-

Las Cruces

Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
at Last.
"For several winters past my wife
has been troubled with a most persistent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
slepless nights,' writes Will J.
editor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
in an appearance and my wife, acting
on the suggestion of a friend, purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The resul was Indeed
marvelous.
After three doses the
cough entirely disappeared and has
not manifested Itself since."
This
remedy Is for sale by all druggists.
Hay-ne-

-

EDWARD C. WADE,

-

New Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT,

Tb New Mexican PrViitnig company
Practice in the District and Suis prepared to furnish cards de vita
Courts.
careful
and
preme
Prompt
or ladies and for gentlemen on short
attention given to all business.
Kiotioe in first class style at reasonable
New Mexico
Santa Fe
irlces, either engraved or printed,
at the New Mexican Printingcomtall
RENEHAN &
-

DAVIES.
E. P. Davies,

A. B. Renehan,

specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

The New Mexican Printing company ha& orepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the piv ce. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hai! full
index in front and the rees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with,
both civil and criminal bound in one- book, 80 pages civiu ana szu pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.73
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal ... 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single-docket- ,
or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.

PTIQPL mm

TffE FIRST

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law-

8, 1909.

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a

OF SANTA FE.

.

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

In 187S
Established
The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico,
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H, VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Preslden

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Las Cruces

ALFRED

,

.

H. BRODHEAD,

Asshrtant Cashier

.

undivided Profits, 163,60.

Surplus nnd

Capital Stock, 1150,008.

j
-

A

-

-

-

New Mexico

Transacts
MARK B. THOMPSON,

money on

Attorney-at-Law- .

...

District Attorney Eighth District,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
HARVIE DUVAL,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
exclusively. Practices in all the District Courts and Supreme Court. Special attention to perfecting titles and
organizing and financing land and min
ing properies. Office: Laughlin Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

....
....
....

late--

al

Loans
general banking business in all Its branches.
the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col
a

security.

stocks

Buys and sells bonds and

Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

In all

markets for

foreign exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rati
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The brnk

its patrons In he banking line, and alma te
xtend to thrm as libtrH treatment In all respects, as Is conslstont
with safety and the principles of tound bartkln. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the publio I" respectfu ly solicited.
executes eli orders

ov

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

New Mexico

L. O. FULLEN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

District Attorney
Office over

Roswell
--

s

'
Taos

Ninth

District.

First National Bank.
New Mexico

WILLIAM VAUGHN,

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law- .

C.

W.

G. WARD,

Dan Emmett, a northern man, who
M. C. MECHEM,
wrote
the words. It will remain for
Willi
Attorney-at-Law- .
,
,
an Luue a uuiy iiauuiuu song, uniue Tucumcarl
New Mexico
pour.
so
the
humor of AbraHowever, the" danger in New Mex- hamby Lincoln."
K. OF P. SANITARIUM AT LAS
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
ico this year is not that there will
VEGAS.
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,
in
that
but
Jesse
too
much
bo
legislation,
The status of the Knights of Pyth
Attorneys-at-Law- .
a number of THE REVISION OF THE LAWS.
statehood
of
anticipation
ias Sanitarium at Las Vegas, has not iui
tVint olinnlrl
...ill l lff nnilntio
Having spent $20,000 for tfce W0;-'Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
" "
been well understood on account of
advice ofjvis-publishe- d of revising its laws, the territory cer- dad, Colorado.
seems
the
It
done.
differences in newspaper statements
t
tainly ought not to deny itself immedr the loflatoe
at different stages of theism
G. W. PRICHARD,
iate benefit of this revision.
Mis- as
SUCH
aic
Hls
proceedings that were preliminary
for
its'
is
souri,
revises
laws
instance,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
to the establishment of the institution. any thought of statehood; whatever
in all the District Courts
now
ieu
Practices
is
uui
tor
twelve
it
be
done
not
will
vainly
jeais,
tnejevviy
"The Spring of Myrtle," published in done
...
.
i ,i
i.
years since New Mexico's statutes and gives special attention to cases
ne repeaieu
not
will
laws
territorial
the interest of the Knights of Pythias,
but will remain have been compiled and revised. before the Territorial Supreme Court.
in reviewing the history of the move- by an enabling act,
to the state Statehood or no statehood, the bar as Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
unless
force
contrary
in
ment, step by step, says: "For the
or repealed by subsequent well as litigants, should have access
present it will be a New Mexico in- constitution
to the revision as made. The statutes
GEORGE B. BARBER,
stitution, sustained by voluntary con- legislation.
w ill be valid even under the
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
prospec- Attorney
tributions from the whole order, and
tive
state
as
as
ADVERTISING.
the District Court and
government
in
long
Practices
OFFICIAL
they
managed by a board of directors
of the Territory.
age is do not conflict with the state const
Courts
the
is
this
advertising
Supreme
That
which practically
represents thte
it is only of tution or are superseded by state Prompt attention given to all business.
but
fact,
accepted
whole order. It may be that at some
laws. It would therefore not be labor Lincoln County
New Mexico
time in the future the Supreme Lodge late thalt states and municipalities
as a busi-jo- r
expense wasted to publish the
into
advertising
have
gone
will be Induced to take hold of the
vised laws, if not in full, then such
proposition. The advertising billCATRON & GORTNER,
Sanitarium and manage it; and no
1908 was $819,- essential parts of them as the civil
for
York
New
of
city
doubt the steps so far taken were inAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
as much as it cost and criminal procedure, the probate
about
or
717.59,
Office: Catron Block.
tended to force that conclusion." The
of the Terri- - law and other divisions of the compil-torNew Mexico
institution has been definitely locat- to run the government all its inci- - ation as are oftenest referred or
Santa Fe
of New Mexico with
ed at Las Vegas, the Grand Lodge of
The New York 'pealed to in adjudicating litigation.
expenses.
New Mexico has been given per
H. R. PUTNAM,
$86,824 for advertis-- j The Compiled Laws of 1897 in connec-inreceived
Times
mission by the Supreme Lodge of
Commissioner and
U.
Court
tion
with
the
Session
Laws
1899
of
from the municipal government
v
the or'der, to solicit subscriptions and
Conveyancer.
and twenty other New York papers 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, to which will be
support for the Sanitarium, provided received
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
from $5,193 to $82,487 apiece added those of 1909, offer so many s
permission is also given by the grand
asking information
- consistencies,
Correspondents
adventscontradictions
and
of
the
share
prizcity's
their
ot New Mexjurisdiction in which funds are solic.
the
a
Territory
concerning
even
of Pennsyl-- zles that
attorneys of expert-vaniited. This is sufficient to give the ing patronage. The state
answered.
th-them-fac- t ico promptly
ence
court
find
and
the
itself
to
advertise
spent $150,000
Sanitarium a start although not upon
New Mexico
that amendments to the Pennsyl- - selves at sea as to the real intent or Texlco
as large a scale as the original advoof
construction
certain
statutes.
'legcates of the idea had wished and work- vania consiitution are bopore the as
as well
; W. A.
FLEMING JONES,
ed for. There is room for such an islature. In Pennsylvaniato be vot
The
destruction
court
of
the
house
d;
in
the
ticUts
Colorado,
and Investments.
Bonds
institution on the largest and grand-- .
on ?lect,on day and i copy of the Jon Saturday evening is a consider-ballo- t
for
for the Third
Commissioner
TJ.
S.
so
est scale, within
great and prosloss to the taxpayers, for out of Judicial District ot New Mexico.
mn.'t be advertise! ir the new-(abl- e
an
as
order
of
the
perous
Knights
New Mexico
papers iv.-- in practically every sti.te.the taxpayers must come the money Las Cruces
Pythias and since Las Vegas has been of the Union, the
believes needed in addition to the insurance
bank
references.
government
local
and
Eastern
selected
the
should
order
definitely
in keeping the reading public inform-- ' to provide a modern and commodious
not be parsimonious in dealing with
ed of official news through the col- - structure. It is a sad commentary
CONY T. BROWN,
;
it.
umns of newspapers and pays those upon Santa Fe county's financial
Mining Engineer.
status that the old court house is not
newspapers well for the service.
and Treasurer of New
Secretary
GOOD ROADS.
only not paid for, but the interest on Mexico School of Mines.
It is to be hoped that out of the
It is well not to be excited over the the bonds issued to pay for the court Socorro
New Mexico
defaulted
confusion or road measures, some statehood news that will come from ' house has been
upon.
good and most of them bad, introduc- Washington daily during the next few ' Sooner or later the county will have
OSTEOPATHY
ed thus far in the legislature, some weeks. Of course, the New Mexico to pay bonds as well as interest for
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
practical bill will be evolved. Two delegation will put up a stiff fight for the old building as well as the cost of
was
a
new.
law
feel
will
one
enacted
that the enabling act, and
the
years ago,
Successfully treats acute and chronic
day
'
diseases without drugs or medicines.
promised to give New Mexico a sys- hopeful and the next day discouraged.
tem of good roads .but when put to It seems strange that it is necessary ..Adjutant General Louck has asked No charge for consultation. Office:
the test it proved ta.be even a great- to put up so determined a fight after the California legislature Tor an ap- No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
er failure than the laws it replaced. both parties are pledged to the propo- propriation of $525,000 for the Califor- 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
Says the Denver Republican on this sition and the people of the entire na- nia National Guard. With California
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
tion ratified it at the polls. But such spending such munificient sums in sup- subject :
'
Notary Public.
"Whether it shall prove practical is the situation and New Mexico might port of its citizen soldiery, New Mex- in
Office with the New Mexican Print
to induce the present legislature to as well be philosophical about it, be-- ico should not be parsimonious
enact a good road law depends upon ' ing assured statehood, If not this making provision for the New Mexico ing Company.
New Mexico
National Guard.
Santa Fe
the possibility of organizing and mak- - month then, certainly within a year.

Ptu

Oils of the Best Hotels in the West

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Territorial District Attorney.
For
San Miguel and Mora counties.
h'
New Mexico
Las Vegas

)0U1..(2
the historians proving equal to the
Millions of Bubbles like us, and
demand?"

r,

Attorney-at-Law- .

con-way-

n1

WW

Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

Em-met-

nor-,"'"1-

.

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

the Territory.

t,
Dan Emmett, brother of Lafayette
libraterritorial
for many years
rian and father of Mrs. Otero, wife of
M. A. Otero. The follow-- '
of
the favor the song found
is
told
ing
with President Lincoln:
"Early one morning in the month
of April, 1S05. the news reached Washington that Richmond had been evacuated. There was a rush to the White
House. Soon Mr. Lincoln appeared
at the window over the front entrance.
He replied to the demand for a
speech. I well remember his closing
words, which were as follows:
" 'There is a song or tune which I
used to hear with great pleasure before the war, but our friends across
the river appropriated it to their use
lllirInS the last four years. It is the
B
"" "Dixie." But I think wes
,
captured it At any rate, I
ferred with the attorney general and
he expressed the opinion that "Dixie"
may fairly be regarded as captured
property. So I shall be glad to hear
'"Dixie" by the band.'
"3vor since then 'Dixie' has been

;

AT-LAW-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of

"DIXIE."
The Chicago school superintendent
who barred the song "Dixie" from the
celebration
program of the Lincoln
this week, needs a monitor. "Dixie"
is a national, not a sectional song. It
is as dear to the people of the North
as it is to the South and history says
that Abraham Lincoln loved the melody. It is of especial interest to New

j

Professional Cards
ATTORNEYS

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Laroe Satnole Rooms for Commercial Travelers:

Santii Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

-

good-nature- d

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

uct-coju- ij

-

.

Vrfiw1tfe

HOTEL

X

J. E. LACOME
Proprietor

Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample poim
Long Distance Telephone Station.

re-ne-

y

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

l iiE&H THE

g

BUTTON TVE DO THE KKST,

ln-a-

Runs on the European Plan!

i

ml CORONADO hotel

.

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop,

j

'

i

,

FIRST CLASS RLS I AURA INT IN CONNECTION
Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

I

RATES 50c. Up.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

KODAKS & PHOTO

:

SUPPLIES
We Make a
Specialty of

.

A

ART FICTUBKS

A1FRMKG

DEVELOPINGtPRINTrNG
AND ENLARGING.

Mail orders given prompt attention.

Send for Catalogue..

HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY, fF
510 8. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

I

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

8, 1909.

C. H.

H, S. REED, Pres'dent,
N. A. PERRY, Vico President

loc noflTri

P. F. KNIGHT,

1
i

PERSONAL

BOWLDS, Cashier

(VSLNT

Asst. Cashier.
Mrs. Norman I, King
friends in Albuquerque

Capital Stock

i

ION gi

STOCK MUST HE SOLD
V. G. Sargent, territorial auditor,
MISS A, MUGLEIJ.
leaves tonight for Chicago.
Southeast corner Plaza.
Attorney Alonzo B. McMillen was
an arrival last evening from Albuquerque.
A. M. Edwards, attorney at law, left recently came from Manchester, Engthis morning for his home in Farni-ingto- land, where he held a responsible position as a bridge engineer with a
Mrs. H. L. Ortiz left this morning larse steel company.
Dnnnnipr Evangelist Williams went
UNITED STATES BANK
for Espanola where she will visit her
to
Koswel yeslenhy to deliver three
daughter.
Tomas Gonzales, a prominent res- 1'cM'ws under the auspices of the
TRUST GO.
ident of Abiquiu, is a legislative visLeague. He will return
to Santa Fe. Friday of this week to
itor in the capital.
Representative H. M. Sweezy re- i'.uish Lis visit with his daughter,
turned last evening from a visit to Mrs. J. C. Digneo. Mrs. Willi.uvs did
no go with her husband to Roswell
'
his home at Las Vegas.
Frank A. Hubbell of but will remain here until the return
o her llusbad.
Albuquerque, arrived this forenoon to
mix in the legislative crowd.
Max Fischer of Berlin, Germany,
to all
J. M. Pachcco left today for his arrived
attention
careful
in
and
the city
Prompt
yesterday
home in Costilla eonntv fnin nfi-oIs
mornine
and
thp
mwi r,p
us.
to
business entrusted
his cousin, F. Fischer. The two had
spending some time in the city
'.Miss Bettlie Massie has returned not met since
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
they were boys. The
to Santa Fe after a visit of several visitor was on his way to California
and Saving Accounts.
weeks with friends in Xew Orleans, and it was only by chance that lie
La.
stopped at Socorro, not knowing even
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.
Herbert J. Hagerman then that his cousin was here. The
nas lett Roswell for New York and Pleasure of such an acidental meet
DIRECTORS
Socorro Chief
Washington, D. C, going on private ing can be imagined
business.
tain.
N.B. LAUGLING
A. PERRY
D. J. Christopher, a
prominent resiH. BOWLDS
j. GREEN
dent of Artesia, Eddy county, is in
(Continued On Page Eight.)
H.HANNA.
S. REED
Santa Fe in the interests of Artesia
county project.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Mrs. Thomas R. Stewart has gone
to Albuquerque for the snrine months by local applications, as they cannot
wneie sue will be with her monther,
(There ia only one way to cure deaf- Mr. ?ho,.rn,i '
ness. and that is by constitutional
.
Jotin p. Wagner, conected with the
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Sacramento Land and Irrigation com-- I
inflamed condition of the mucous linpan', left last evening on a business ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this
trip to Kansas City, Mo.
tube is
John S. R. Hammitt, chief clerk of sound inflamed you have a rumbling
or imperfect hearing, and when
the
Indian
r
School, and William R. Bey- it is
;
closed deafness is the
entirely
ers, assistant clerk, left for Taos and
and unless the inflammation
k
result,
Picuri this morning via the D. & R. G. can be
taken out and this tube reMr. and Mrs. J. S. Hatcher, returnto its normal condition, hearstored
ed to his home at Pogosa Springs
k
this morning after spending some ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out
are caused by Ca- time in the city guests of Leo Hersch f .i ..1. ... 1. ! .1,of I ten .U1H
&
'
"
'
"l
5 "Ull a" 1.,
"
Miss Winifried L. Barlow, teacher
condition
of
mucous
the
surfaces.
ei
at the Xambe Pueblo Indian School.
nr.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
ft spent Saturday and Sunday at the U. for
any case of deafness (caused by
S. Indian Boarding School at Santa
Catarrh) that cannot be cured bv
JjFe.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. SeDt for circulars
Jm
Captain and Mrs. R. A. Ford are free.
3
here
from
Silver
City. Next week,
& LIVE
FE
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
February 20, Captain Ford will take
Toledo, O.
" the nnth as adjutant general of the
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
territory.
President Charles A. Spless, of the Take Hall's Family Pills for
legislative Council, accompanied by
his son, Char'es A, Spiess, jr., returned last evening from a visit to his
home at Las Vegas.
Harry Hamilton, editor nnd business man at Artesia, is in Santa Fe
A. M. DETTELBACH.
working for the creation or Artesia
county. John B. Enfield, of the same
prosperous, model town, is with him. WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOWS
Hon. H. O. Bursum arrived in Santa Fe this afternoon after a visit to
ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
We Originated, Others Copy
his sheep ranches in the Socorro
DRESSERS AND CH1PONIERS.
mountains, and will leave shortly for
FOR THE NEXT
Washington to he!p in the statehood
DAYS
fight.
AND SEETHE!'
s COME
COME IN THE
Ambasador and Mrs. Price of Great
NEW NEWEST STYLES IN
Alt
Britain, will probably visit Santa Fe
Every
Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains
on March 15. They will be
MONDAY and THURSDAY
traveling
in a private car and will he
guests A(lmi;':-ioi- i
10 ccr.ts
of Rev. E. McQueen Cray at CarlsSe;;ts
fciits
2)
bad.
HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS
Show
7:30
at
8:30.
and
Evening
J. E. Hur'ey, general mn nnger of
Saturday at 3:30.
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
M
MfVmUV
t
'
aimat
"
jvcm,
Mi
system, arrived in the city l ist
night in his private car and is looking
nfter matters in connection with the
Santa Fe road today.
Professor R. R. Lark In of Las
Vegas, former superintendent of pubThs Colorado Rational Life Assuraacc Company
lic schools of that city and before
that,
of the schools at Gallun. Is in Santa
Denver Colorado.
GBQCERS.
Fe in attendance upon the sessions '
of the territorial board of education,
Professor W. E. Garrison, president
of the Xew Mexico College of Agricul-'
hire and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Park, and former principal of Santa
A AT.
New
Fe's public schools, is in Santa Fe to
ENGLISH WALK UTS
Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron Block M attend a meeting of the terirtorial
board of education.
. and
O. C. Watson, a former
resident of
ALMONDS
11 ins
cuy, out now manager for the
New York Mutual Life Insurance Com-- I
pany at Pueblo, Colorado, arrived on
j
Saturday evening for a stay of several
flays and is shaking hands with his
many friends.

$50,090.
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CLE ARING SALE
op winter millinery
Half the
will

buy
regular price
Uirdf
Feathers,
Wings,
jncy
j Hats, Caps, Baby Bonnets

is visiting
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WE SELL EM
SEE THE
WINDOW
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Anti-Saloo-

WILL

TREAT

SANTA FE, N. M.

i

Poultry Headquarters
TURKEYS, GEESE
HENS DUCKS,
SPRING CHICKENS

4

1

YOU

RIGHT
FURNITURE
CHOICEST STOCK IN THE CITY
PRICES REASONABLE

MATTRESSES

BEDS

)

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Mail Order Solicited.

Phone2'Vo83.

1

j"'""

i

McMiiaf

i

STOCK CO.

MEAT

SANTA

w

w

fIdif miiDplii lor

i

j

OPERA HOUSE

ARE OFFERING
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'A

.atwi-jO'X- .M

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BSR6EPE, Manager for

Mexico

pring Novel ties in Ladies
ilk and Net Waists

1908 CROP

RECEIVED

V,

'A

V,

COAL AND WOOD

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
X X X X X"X X XX X X X X

WHOLKSALK

AND RETAIL

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

$4.50 per ton
5.25
'
6.00

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
A.

T,

A

F, Depot

Phone No.

86,

Office Garfield Avenue,

0.

BARBER

K.
-F-

IVE

WITH-- T.

W.

Roberts, E H Baca
F. S R.vera, Al G. Slaughter

and W. M. Perry

All first class barbers In charge. Call anO
give us a trial at O- K. Barber Sbop.
-

24

7

dan Francisco .street

'A

'A
'A

X

X

X

X

X

CA. BISHOP

C WATSON

&

COMPANY

IF YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCOTTAGE, CALL
-:
ON US
::
-:

New Figs

We Also Have

TABLE RAISINS

Several Business Properties

For Sale.

insurance: and surety bonds.

SEEDED RAISINS
and
CURRANTS

C

LIVERY STABLE

I T RON

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

PINE

M6S. RELIABLE HORSES, SIN6LE
BUGGIES, SURRJES. HACKS.

SWEET CIDER
H.

S. KAUNE ft

GO.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right. .

HAS.

'A

'A

The
Price
Makers

O. C. WATSON

O.

'A

'A

N

SHOP

CHAIRS

X

PLUIKS

j

'

Screened Raton Lump
'
Monero "
"
Cerrlllos" .

X

APPRIC0TS

at Lordsburg.

1

'A

'A

he Racket Stor

The
Price
Makers

PEARS,

1

He is accompanied by
John T. McCabe of the same place.
Thomas P. Gabel arrived home today on number three. He left his wife
at Denver still in the care of a nurse
'
but doing well, in fact better than
could be expected.
It will be some
time before Mrs. Gabel will be in condition to return to Santa Fe. Mrs.
Fisher, her daughter, is still with her.
Mrs. Luella S. Gallup, a teacher at
the Cochiti Pueblo Indian School,
spent Saturday and Sunday in the
Mr. Swanker
city. Her brother-in-law- ,
of Rochester, N. Y., is visiting her. He

'A

3

PEACHES.

'.

w

'A

EVAPORATED

'E. A.

Burbank, the noted Indian
painter, is making a visit at Santa Do
mingo and Cochiti where he intends
making a number of paintings of the
Indians. He has already painted 117
different tribes. The near future will
again see him at Santa Fe.
Don H. Kedzie, publisher and ed-itor of the Western Liberal at Lords-burg, also postmaster of that burg, is
In Santa Fe in the Interests of a new
county to be formed out of western
Grant county and with the county seat

X

We need the room for new Goods tint are comias: in
Iu order to do this we are announcing a clean cut
reduction of oi
c jnts on tha d illar.
The prices that we have been making are alreidy
ridiculously low but we mew to make a clean up
and wo advice you to come early for values like
this will not last long.
The shrewd buyers are beginning to know when
wTe advertise a
bargain that we mean jast what va
say.

-

j

X

BOYS SUITS

j

1908 CROP

X

'A

Hfc

Is. 11 ill

X

For the Next Week you Will find the Knife
Has Been Used on the Prices of our

d

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

X

AND WILL MOVE SOME
OFOTJli GOODS ATOXCE

,

Change of Program

mum

X

UST

'A

THAT'S ALL

CHARLES WAGNER- FURNITURE CO.

X

fearing Sale

Exceptional Values n
30

X

9
Line.

LOSSOM.

'A

i:
i

.'
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BEST TREATMENT
FOR CATARRH

j

;

.'
'"

..:;.''..y-,-

.'''

- -

--

FEBRUARY

FMTMMt

i

'

8, 1909.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

Moatezunju Lodge No
S. fi. S. is the best treatment for Catarrh because it is a perfect Wood
1, A. F. & A. M. RegThe following
interesting story purifJer, it is the only medicine that is able to get down into the circula-nboular coinmunication
Judge O. T. Toombs of New tion and entirely remove the catarrhal matter and impurities which produce
first Monday of each
Mexico, who is in Pueblo, Colo., an- - the trouble. As long as the mucous membranes and tissues are kept inflamed
month at
alasonio
liea red in the Pueblo Chief tain. Says an(J irritated by this impure and infected condition of the blood Catarrh will
Hal! at 7:n p. m.
in
the
noises
of
t he Chieftain :
ringing
remain. Its disagreeable and dangerous symptoms,
J. A. MASSIE,
His name is synonymous with the "eavS) mucus dropping back into the throat, headaches, watery eyes, difficult
Worth v Maafo
eastern part of the territory and es- - breathing, aiid even stomach disorders and weakened health, cannot be penna-pedulALAN R..M'CORD,
Secretary.
of Clayton where he resides, nently relieved until the blood is purified. Nothing equals S. S. S. for this
removes every
Judge Toombs is one of the really purpose. It goes down to the very root of the trouble, and
S.int Fe Chaptpr No 1
vital fluid so
enriches
blood
and
this
the
from
matter
catarrhal
of
the southwest, particleof the
great characters
R. A. M. Regular conrohealthful
with
nutritive,
qualities,
Everyone in entire Union county looks that all the mucous surfaces are supplied
vocation second Monday
When stead of being constantly irritated and inflamed by impurities in the circulaup to and revers the man.
of
each mouth at
v.
the history of the incoming state tion. Then the symptoms Degm xo pass away unu
Hall at 7:30 p, ta
healt.i
and
the
cured
is
general
Catarrh
permanently
comes to be written the name of O. purified the blood,
S.
SPITZ. H. P.
f
desired
sent
advice
medical
3
and
any
T. Toombs will be in upper case let-- greatly built up. Book on Catarrh
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
who
write.
all
to
i THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
ludge Toombs has been all in his'
Santr, Fe Commandary
eventful life that the designation '"self
,,
,..,
No. 1, K. T. Regular
made man implies. lroni lrontlers-- '
conclave
fourth
Mon
man to iurist is a great step but dear old Colorado. Colorado is my
in
each
month
at .
day
fact
In
to
Mexico.
New
choice
Judge Toombs has made it and made next
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
southern Colorado and New M.exico
it wiihout seeming effort.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Tn stature the man is well under six have no 'dividing' line.
Palace.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Do
are
"Good
you
times
coming.
feet. In build he is slim what the
W. E. Garrison, Mesilla Park; A. H.
It
west terms "wiry." His hair is tinged recall that little bit of Kipling.
New York; M. Roberts, Ra
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
dinger,
with the white of years. He is now goes something like this:
ton; R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas; W. E. 14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
over the HO mark that is in appear- - " 'Only the Master shall praise us, and Smith, LaVeta; Capt. and Mrs. R. A. Scottish Rite
of Free Masonry meeti
only the Master shall blame;
D.
anc0
J.
Silver
Christopher, on the third Ilonday of each month
City;
Ford,
But Judge Toombs is far from being And no one shall work for money, and Artesia; D. H. Kedzie, John T.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening ln
no one shall work for fame,
old. He is ns active in body and mind
Lordsburg; Harry Hamilton, Masonic Hall, south side of Piaza.
of
the
for
the joy
working,
as he was when in his thirties. He But each
Artesia; Thomas Watts, El Paso; Visiting Scottish Rite Masons arocor
and each, in his separate star,
has done as much if not more than
John B. Enfield, Artesia;
George dially Invited to attend.
anyone in his sweep of state to bring Shall draw the Things as he sees It, Booth, Antonito; Mrs. E. Dufour, G.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
for the Good of Things as They D.
about the entry of New Mexico as a.
Dufour, Dr. C. L. Landfield, New
Venerable Master.
Are!'
state.
Orleans; A. L. Grimshaw and wife,
HENRT F. STEPHENS, 14,
He is of the type that made the
Marshall
Tomas
"Yes, we'll soon have our territory New
Orleans;
Secretary
"Rough Riders' 'and President Roose- - jn the statefold. It will bring people Harper, Kan.; W. C. Keegin, WashII. P. O. E.
velt has publicly commended his brav- - to us, too. It will aid all the country,
Vicks-burington, D. C; J. A. Norment,
ery, his courage, his loyalty, his fealty. There will be hundreds of homestead-an- d
A.
Charles
Spiess and
Miss.;
Santa Fe Loag No. 460, B. P. O. &
his integrity.
ers right here from the East.
It Charles A. Spiess, Jr., Las Vegas; T. bolds
its regular session on the see-nNo check was ever drawn that had niakes my heart actually sad to think
W. Conway, Raton; A. B. McMillen,
and fourth Wednesdays of eacb
more "backing"
to it than Judge, 0f a 'city child,' as I call them all
A. Chaves, J. Porter Jones, Albuquer- month.
Visiting brothers are invited
Toombs simple word. In all his event-- ' shut Up in 'hothouse' cities. It reW. A. Roberts, St. John's, Ariz.; nnd welcome.
que;
,
fill life he has dealt with all kinds niinds me of Allan
Cunningham's Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Woollette, Otto,
T. P. GABLB,
and classes from high to low from clever verse:
Iowa; H. M. Sweezey, Las Vegas.
Exalted Ruler
greaser to "bad hombres" and he has 'Child of the Town! for thee I sigh;
Claire.
J. D. SENA.
to
an
make
yet
enemy.
A gilded roof.s thy golden sky(
Secretary
R.
He has ridden the line, has struff- - a
M.
Cerrillos;
O'Neil.
Rasmussen,
carpet is thy daisied sod,
P.
Williamson,
gled on side by side with those that
George
narrow street thy boundless wood, Tucson;
blazed, in days agone, the Santa Fe The rushing cleer, the clattering tramp George E. Darche, Valley Ranch; J.
trail. His face is hardened from the 0f watchmen, the best light's a lamp, E. Stephens, Raton; F. T. Robbins,
brunt of storms, but his eyes are as Through smoke, and not through trel-kee- Wisconsin; J. C. Wilford, Kansas
his vision as unimpaired as the!
City; G. Romer, Pueblo; Tomas Gonised vjne
day he first set foot on New Mexico And blossoming trees, thy sunbeam zales, Abiquiu; Jooe Buckman, Chisoil, and says "this is where I will
cago; A. J. Scharett and wife, Dallas;
shines,
make my home."
j Chil(1 of
F. S. Brown, Roy; Mrs. W. A. Gorthe Plains! free as air,
Toombs
a
is
lover of hooks Arl thon and ftB the sunshine fair.' " man, Raton; E. J. H. Roy, Roy; C. A.
Judge
and shident of human nature. He
L G. Shanklin, St. DRY FARMING CONGRESS,
Pl.obaby no man has given of his Schewrich, Clovls; and
has been east and seen what the
wife, CincinCHEYENNE, WYO
mnr( than .Tndze Toombs. He Louis; Ed. Schultz
Robert
St..
(Hans term "The Great White Father." now
O.
Louis;
Duvall.
W.
25.
Feby--23- ,
devotes the major part of his life nati;
S.
That and his prestige entitle him to to
"Jiving in the open." A gun and a Fitzgerald and wife, Philadelphia;
S. J. Vanarde
talk on the statehood question.
$21.05
duck and he is happy so long as he M. Folsom, Trinidad;
"New Mexico good old New Mex- is in southern Colorado or New Mex- and family, Nebraska,
,
Dates of Sale, Feby 19-2icowill be a state at the next ses- ico.
Normandie. sion without doubt," he says. "It Is
"riri vnn pver pet nnv nf the monev
T. E. Harris, Denver; Lucile Smith, Raturn Lrmit March 2nd, 1909.
her due.' ' Through it all not a men- jw
Jud e?., he was Albuquerque; Mrs. Rush, Socorro; S.
,jack
tion of "I" ior the man is totally
asked.
Apodaca, Jose M. Montoya; Chilili; W.
without egotism.
Ask Yourself the Question.
he C. Bilen, Albuquerque; Z. T. Fisher,
is the point of living
"That
He can tell you much about Kit
S.
B.
not use Chamberlain's Pain
Joe
Why
Beandion, Penasco;
said.
Topeka;
Carson, General Miles, Colonel Wil- - "If I
Balm
when
Mont.
I
all
you have rheumatism?
ask
a
a
fellow
boost
Butte,
Carter,
give
Ham F Cody (Buffalo Bill) and others '
We feel sure that the result will be
him to do is t0 ass it on the next
Coronado.
U1
ltu- Urt"u'
and satisfactory. One appli,ieiI)e(l m!lKe ims, needy one when he gets on his feet.
J. Duff and wife, Estancia; Sam prompt
section what it 7,u
is
cation relieves the pain, and many
do I give?
Why
Grafe, Mcintosh; Louis Conissen,
In his day Judge Toombs has seen "
cured by Its
have been
'When a feller's in the gutter and Is
Arthur Barfkucht, Moffat, use. 25 andpermanently
much. He has fanned a gun with the
50 cent sizes. For sale
freighted with despair,
Colo.; C. McCullough, Montrose, Colo. ;
u U UUU5 exi8ieu mat ine
lookin' dismal with H. A.
by all druggists.
An(j the future-man who snot me quickest, and inci-- ;
Johnson, Las Vegas; C. B. Seano sunshine anywhere;
W. D.
dentally the straightest. lived the When he hasn't got a nickel, and he man, John Simonson, Moriarty;
The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe'
Boyd,
Harry
Espanola;
Patterson,
longest. He has seen all of that for
n fviorwl
Vmcn'fr
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
it nuist be remembered that he "broke
Trinidad; A. J. Burgess, Lamy, Al- der the management of Hugh F. Du
h'e.B
treadin'
And
the
way
weary
hi o the law game in New
fredo Lucero, Santa Cruz.
Mexico",
Val, Extensive improvements are be
doegn.t seem to Uave an end
Wllen t.llPl'P
WHS n hlfl.-- nf, tlin ,.nfii
"
.
chanCe
T1ere,8
ing made, the cuisine materially in
my
y0U(
,.
Dt..
For That Terrible Itching.
ui jnniruueiii;e. j nen it was
to boost him up
and the new landlord propose,
brother,
just
the days of the Colt .41 and in many!
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep proved
to make the Normandie the best mod
the
road,
torment.
in
victims
their
instances "wild decks.'
perpetual
n the
To encourage him a little and to
territory
The application of Chamberlain's erate priced hotel
Judge Toombs is some literary as
a
his load;
hotel
Give
try.
this
up
lighten
this
Salve will Instantly allay
itching,
they say in New Mexico. He was one That's the time to
prove your friend- and many cases have been cured by
of Eugene Field's closest friends and
..1
!.
ii.
J
!.!.. tit
aim Ll lie
.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
..run- - r,
ho lnvoa
,ul, 11 " ue
its use. For sale by all druggists.
' " tn
"
u'e uoy lsmeHe is as well read a man of letters When a feller's in the gutter, and he
don't know what to do."
tnere is in the southland.
in that theme you have Judge
And
There is a story in itself of how
Toombs'
sermon of life.
Toombs
Judge
came to settle in New
Judge
Mexico. He comes from the south Toombs knows every prominent man
away east of the Mississippi river at Washington just as they all know
him. He is a big man, a human man
j
way.
and an erudite man. He is beloved
Years ago he had ocasion to
'
go to
Ws kindly nature and hls phiIan"
D.
Washington,
C, on legal business
H
is one f
He was at first incline t tw, v.,' ' tnroPytruly big
men
f
mind
ia NeW MexIc0 and
shingle to the breeze there One dav
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINQ
whose shoulder to tne wheel has d01ie
in taking a walk with a friend he e
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS,
moreto aid New Mexico a cause than
Died a. little whlio f.aoi.-- t
i.i " ,
A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
any other man in his countv' He la
into an apartment house
f
back
ivom a talk
wlth
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
huntinS
Judge Toombs was touched ' He is
on
H
win
RoosveitPresident
talk
indeed the friend of a child Within
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
him arose an overpowering 'desire to any subject exceI)l: hls Personal ex-b- e
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAYS
of service to aid if in no other ploits or himself- - He longs lor the
American
way than kindlv condolence the be-- ! open' but he 18 tbe
reaved. He truly believes in the fel-- 1 that malieS the countl'y and lik a fa"
lowship of man. Faith hope and mous advertisement fae "won't be
j isfled until he gets statehood for New
are his tenenls of life
"Who Is dead?" hesoIlclUously ln.,MSso;'; .
150
One-lin- e
and Arizona will have
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
New
quired
10c.
at
said
next
tne
Each additional line on same stamp,
session,"
"I don't know," was the cold retort statehood
200.
One-lin- e
"it ain't none of our funeral.. It's-- none ' Judge Toombs wUh emphasis. When
inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
ha says it as they say In the South- of our affairs "
Each additional line on stamp, 15s.
"Come Charles," Judge Toombs said west you can play it both ways from
250.
One-linStamp, over 3 2 and not ov er 5 Inches long ,
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The New Mexican can do printing
Judge Toombs has been "written
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"I never cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
many eastern newspapers.
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for the life of me," he says, "could work we turn out. Try our stock
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see what the newspaper hoys could once and you will certainly come
find about any of my acts that is again.- We have all the facilties for
worth putting in type and making a turning out every class of work,
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"I don't get tip your way much," he the West,
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Excursions

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
M
6:15 p. m.
f Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7. 8:12 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
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TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
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Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
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Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descrip-tiv- e
literature, etc. call cn or address.
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The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
ad vantage of this splendid service the first time you
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WILLARD, NEW MEXCO.

BELEN NEW
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live

Commercial City of the Estancia

fellej

FUTURE

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of IPO?. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running" east and west from
Chicago to a!! California points andth 3 NtwMoxico Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wuu cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipoing and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
A

RD TOWN AND

JLOCATEDTON:3ELENiCUT-OFFi-

"iSANTA FE RYt'

70-fo-

estimated.

352SSEZEK2

EB33ESE35EH

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE

IMPROVEMENT

COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

O

Bulen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the Santa Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to Sau
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid oit with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and puolic park .and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing f 16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new
modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour,
wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the ,uear future cannot be

3ESSE53

THE WILLI

RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

ARE OWNERS OF THE!

'

BSLES! TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSIT

ALL PAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER.THE MAIN LINE ,THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

semi-annuall-

The lots offered are in the center of the city, wellgraiedjandi2.000 shade trees on 'avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title 'perfectf warranty deeds
Two-thirOne third purchase money, cash
may remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
8
one year, with per cent interest thereon.

.

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres

ds

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
:

:

INFORMATION

: APPLY

Willard,

TO

From Page Three.)

that a sewer can be constructed and
drained as easily as the city of Santa
Fe, I believe that no time should be
lost in taking some determined step
in order to accomplish this long felt
want. We on. the south side of the
city have nothing to depend upon for!
drainage and sewerage, but the old
style cesspool which at all times is
dangerous and unhealthy. I would be
willing to give today $100 if I was
able to connect my house with a sewer. Now, gentlemen, let us awaken
to our interests. Albuquerque has
just voted a large amount of bonds
for this purpose alone, let us not be
ashamed to follow a good example and
try and get a good and effective sewer system, and other necessary improvements.
Gentlemen, there are a great many
things that should be done and which
I would like to have the time and
the means to accomplish in Santa Fe;
it would take too long to re!ate them
all at length but among others, our
river should be protected on both
sides, the river bed should be opened,
better culverts and drainage system
should be had, more street improvements, more planting of trees on the
streets, more parks created, better
regulation of almost every branch of
business within the city limits as regards to the sanitary conditions of
such. I shall insist this summer on
' a better condition in the
keeping of
our meat markets and although. I
shall seem hard in this respect, I believe iit my duty for the welfare of
the citizens. There should be a better regulation of the use of the streets
by telephone, telegraph and-- , electric
light companies, so as to prevent the
turning of our streets! into forest reserves. This is gradually being done
by both the telephone and electric light
companies, and I have no doubt that
this condition will soon cease to exist.
The county should be urged to construct at least three more concrete
or stone bridges for Santa Fe. We
have now a fine High Bchool building,
and we also have two good ward buildings, and. it is the intention of the
school board to erect other ward
-

:

,

E.P.

,:

New Mexico.

will cure any case

can be accounted by the
fact that the opening of the new Patook
rochial school for Catholics
from us at least 175 boys from the two
upper wards. I can assure you now
that we did not sustain over a hundred deaths last year from scarlet
fever and that was before my incumbency in office, the main loss being
sustained outside of the city limits
and in the upper canyon road. Tins
year we have only lost so fur live
children from this disease and have
at present something like three or
four cases.
Every effort is being
made to control this malady and to
have a more strict quarantine. These
reports are simply spread by a malicious mind and to hurt us and our city.
I would invite the gentleman, if he
be one, who has spread these rumors
to come and I will personally take
him to every house where children
died from scarlet fever and let him
verify my figures. With these few
remarks, gentlemen, I thank you for
your attention.

SUNDAY IN
THE CHURCHES
First Presbyterian.

The First Presbyterian church was
yesterday morning after being closed a month for repairs during
which time the church has been neatly and beautifully
Rev.
J. W. Purcell spoke upon "Leaves
Without Fruit, a Spiritual Contrast."
The various societies of the church
met, taking up the work.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Rev. E. C. Anderson spoke in the
morning upon Psalms xliii: 5, considering the matter of joy and sorrow,
elation and dejection of spirits with
the cure. There was no evening service, the congregation uniting with

the First Presbyterian.
Platform Meeting. ..
Last evening a platform meeting
was held in the First Presbyterian
church under the auspices of the W.
"

;

C. T. U. .".Mrs.

George M. Kinsell,
president of the local union, was in
After a song by the choir,
charge.
Mrs. E. C. Anderson read the Scripture lesson, and Mrs. L. A. Harvey
d
led in prayer. Mrs. Ruth Wells
sang very sweetlly "White Ribbon Vibrations," after which Judge

01
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JOHN BECKER, President
R. E. Lund of Roswell spoke.
Judge Lund dwelt upon the economic side of the drink question. He
declared that statehood, desirable as
it is in its benefits, is of minor importance in comparison with the benefits to be derived from freeing New
Mexico from the intemperance inca-bnf- ..
According to reports cf territorial offers .J142.S02.10 was received in
from the licensing of strong
drink during 1908. Judge Lund then
gave the debit side or the amount
taken from the people by the drink
evil:
"Three hundred saloons, $4,000
each, or $1,200,000 taken from the
earnings of the people; 25 sheriffs,
$50,000; deputy sheriffs, $15,000; jailors, $25,000; jails, $23,000; criminal
trials, $150,000; police and constables,
$30,000; justices of the peace, $25,000.
This does not include the cost of

359, which

mm

BELEN

THE

DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

:

schools as necessity may require it,
and if the bill which is now introduced in the legislature becomes a law,
and we extend our city limits to our
Grant limits, as I believe they should
be, we will have to construct other
school houses, and for these reasons
we should, urge u.pon the county commissioners the construction of other
bridges. The lighting of our city is,
I must confess, insufficient, and should
be a hundred times better, but that
cannot be clone until we are better
able financially. I believe in city ownership of our water , and electric light
system, which properly handled and
managed, is bound to give the city a
great source of revenue, but 1 am
afraid we will not be able to accomplish this end for a long time. I have now detained
you long
enough; I have given you some few
ideas of what you and I know should
be accomplished. I will endeavor during the time remaining of my administration to accomplish as much of the
ideas that I have, as circumstances
and finances will permit. TJiere is
hardly a step taken by the mayor or
city council, but that some person
will knock or try to stop, merely in
a spirit of opposition.
This should
stop, as it is both annoying and discouraging and certainly detrimental
to our progress. I wish to state here
that, whatever I may do, or try to do,
although I may seem hard at times,
I assure you all that it will not be
done from a desire to aggrandize, or
punish any one, but with a good will
toward all, and a desire to accomplish as much for Santa Fe as I possibly can within my term, which as
you know, will expire on April 1st,
1910, when, I hope, that the city may
elect a more worthy and more active
man.jthan I may have been.
Before concluding, I wish to make
a statement which, I hope, our daily
paper will take and publish. I was
informed today by a citizen of this
town, who has received a letter from
Mr, R. M. Craig, that it was reported
outside of Santa Fe, that we had
.sustained the loss of 800 children"
from scarlet fever.- - This is a most
infamous lie, as you can see from the
following flugres: The school census
for the year 1908 was 2,197. The total enrollment in our city schools
at the beginning, September, 1907,
was 442; in Septmber, 1908, it was

1MEB
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ABLE ADDRESS
BY MAYOR SENA
(Continued
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APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS
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maintaining the territorial penitentiary 19 out of 20 of whose inmates
are there because of drink, nor of the
asylums and many other territorial institutions. This $1,700,000 per year
expended in New Mexico per year for
drink does not include the sorrow, the
shame, the desolation and the desti
tution accompanying."
i'
Judge Lund spoke feelingly of the
downfall of the native race in the territory, members of which once owned
large estates, saying:
"What has become of the old dons
and what is becoming of their children? It is a painful fact to me that
the former great and noble families
are going down and all because we
have come to their land and have per- mitted these infamous institutions of
destruction to be maintained. I can
.not speak of it without my eyes becoming moist and shame flushing my
face. Only eight cents of every dollar
expended comes back to the public
treasury."
Judge John R. McFie then spoke,
saying: "This- is one of the times
when we are expected to do our. duty.
The whole territory is represented in
the legislature sitting in our city.
They have the power to make better
laws and we have the right to suggest
better laws. Therefore, a present
We
duty exists for only a few weeks.
are all dissatisfied with the present
laws; they are inadequate and better
laws can be secured. We are to increase sentiment so as to bring about
better laws, We cannot do as we
would like under the present laws. It
has been my painful duty to sentence
some hundreds of men to the penitentiary. I have been often 'sorely taxed
to do my duty, being obliged to send
persons to the penitentiary wnom i
knew were not criminals with criminal intent, but who committed the offence as the result of driik; perhaps
not drunk, but recently from the atThen
mosphere of Intemperance.

j
!

-

IMPROVEMENT
WM. M. BERGER? Secretary.

there are trying scenes whenever I go
about my circuit, of wives, children,
parents coming and kneeling before
me asking for me to sign a petition
.
for a pardon.
"My experience has led me to believe that the liquor traffic is the
greatest enemy of the human race;
no other evil compares with it; it prevails in every country and seeks vic
tims of every age. isnt it strange
we liccuse it, knowing that the race
Isn't it
is beiner cut down by it?
strange we have laws against opium
and deadening drugs, but it is so hard
to legislate against that which makes
men brutes. Less than one per cent
of New Mexico's population is in the
saloon business; isn't it strange that
representatives of this one per cent
come up to make the laws ignoring

the

99

per cent?"

Mrs. Katherine Patterson read "At
the Wheel," and Judge W. H. Pope of
Roswell spoke. He said "The saloon
is an evil that affects everyone; it is
an evil that has no redeeming feature. London underwriters claim it
shortens life 25 per cent; 40 per cent
of all suicides; 30 per cent of insanity; 75 per cent of all crime are due
to liquor." He said that high license
would not effect a cure of the evil
for, in Roswell, the license is $2,500
He
and the evil is just as great.
characterized the plan at Artesia as
the only solution. Artesia was designated as a model town, having banished gambling and liquor and set
the pace for the whole territory.
Rev. Gabino Rendon of the Spanish
Presbyterian mission, spoke, saying
that the liquor habit was growing less
among the native people in thei,w.v Wa Rnoke of nersonal expertomnnsr the natives in the north-- 1
em part of the territory and aptly
said: "We have laws passed protectnot laws
ing sheep and cattle and why
and
girls?"
to protect our boys
Judge McFie tnen sam um.
to Artesia in
Judge Pope had referred
refer to Azto
wished
his district he
tec which had banished the saloon
and he asked

CO.

that Price Walters, the

representative from San Juan county
Mr.1
tell what was being done. there.
two
were
but
there
said
that
Walters
saloons in the whole county and that
abolwithin a year these would be
'had
Aztec
that
declared
He
ished.
,
initiative
tho
- in abolishing gam-(n1,n
tuv
laivcu
the
set
had
and
bling and saloons,
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FURNISHED ROOMS with
Palace avenue.

Board,

1S1

FOR SALE Good
upright piano-nquirat Wagner Furniture company

store.

FOR RENT House No. 307 Palace
avenue.
Also, office rooms, elgado
building. Apply to B. M. Read.
WANTED One or two furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. State
price. Address "L," New Mexican.
FOR

RENT

cottage

The
on

modern

seven-roome-

Grant Avenue,

oc-

cupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
at the Now Movioar, office.
EXCEPTIONAL BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY.
A largo eastern 'manufacturing company has a splendid opening for a
man who will devote his time to repressing their interest in this state.
A man who knows of or is interested
in modern cleaning methods is particularly desirable. Exclusive territory,
and complete protection
in the matter of sales is assured.
Give full information as to present
employment, references, ability. Address Box 986, Pittsburg, Pa.
FOR RENT Suite of four furnished
rooms. 271 Palace avenue.
Save

Money

By

Buying

Chamber-

lain's Cough Remedy.
You will pay just as much for a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
as for any of the other cough medicines, but you save money in buying
it. The saving is in what you get,
not what you pay. The
quality is in every bottle of this
remedy, and you get good results
when you take it. Neglected colds often develop serious conditions, and
when you buy a cough medicine you
want to be sure you are getting one
that will cure your cold. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy always cures.
Price 25 and 50 cents a bottle. For
sale by all druggists.

.
pace.
The meeting closed with the singing
The seals and record books for noof a hymn and prayer and benediction taries public for sale by the New
by Rev. E. C Anderson. masses were Mexican Printing company at very
The usual number of
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporsaid at the Cathedral yesterday and ated companies are also handled. Call
the
the attendance was heavy. At
sermon at or address the New Mexican Printnine thirty mass, a forcible
ing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
thn subiect: "He
who does not do penance, shall perIf you wan: anything on earth trj
ish.'
.
r New Mexican want "ad."
.
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Personal Mention

c

(Continued

From Page Five.)

Hon. Solomon Luna returned
from a visit to Socorro, Las
Luna and Albuquerque.
It is very likely that the legislature
will ask Ambassador Brice of Great
Britain to address it upon li is visit
next Monday.
Mrs. Charles A. Spless and children
of Las Vegas will arrive in Santa Fe
shortly to spend the remainder of the
j
legislative session.
Colonel W. H. II. L'eyellyn, special,
assistant attorney general for the
United States, is a visitor In Santa
on political business.
Rev. E. McQueen Gray met this af- ernoon with the Council committee'
on education and explained to it his
Inns for the Woman's University
movement.
Kev. J. Mcliuenn Gray, of Carls- bad, Eddy county, was on deck again
today seeking to interest legislators
n the proposition to erect a Wonuin's
y

i3ESSK5SBIR3

i
O

tion tour of the Institution over which
he presides, his friends entered and
In the spacious
assembled
parlors
and when Captain Green returned
.
they greeted him.
.Mrs. Green, wife of the Captain,
and Miss Green, his daughter, had
beautifully arranged the large dining
room and there served dainty refresh- nients to the distinguished friends of
the gallant Captain. The entire affair
was most pleasing and delightful in its
simplicity, and the good fellowship
that marked the event shall long re-main a cherished memory to those
who participated in and contributed to
the same. It was altogether Informal
in its nature and hence the occasion
was all the more enjoyed. Those pres-- ;
ent were among New Mexico's most
distinguished citizens and officials and

Green from the ordinary class and
places him among the men of might,
the grand of soul. And now let us
drink to Captain Green, the 'noblest
Roman of them all' for 'He is gentle
and the elements so mixed In him that
nature might stand up and say to
all the world, 'He is a man.'"
..

WILL INVITE
BRITISH AMBASSADOR
(Continued

From First Page.
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and fandangos for profit. Referred to
the committee on internal improve-

ments.
House Bill No. 105, by Chaves of
Bernaletto, an act to amend Section
1799 of the Compiled Laws of 1897.
Referred to the committee on judiciary.
House Bill No. 106, by Mullens, an
act to enable cities- - towns and prop,
erty owners to extend sewer and water systems. Referred to the committee on internal Improvements.
House Bf.l No. 107, by Gallegos,
providing., for appointmnt of one or
in unincorporated
more policemen
towns of more than 200 people. Refer-re- d
to the committe on municipal corporations,
House Bill No. 108, by Walaers, an
act to provide for the management of
the Penitentiary, embodying the rec-ommendations of Fovernor Curry In
his message to the committee on Pent

culture, reported favorably with the
Council Bill No. 3.'i,
amendments,
striking out a provision In the Estray
Act of 1907, so that any animal with- out brand on record with the Cattle
Sanitary Board, be considered an es
tray if its owner is unknown. The
bill was passed as amended.
included:
Council Joint Resolution No. 12,
Covernor George Curry. Chief Jus- to the Secratery of the In- .TusAssociate
pretesting
.T.Mills.
tice William
tice and Mrs. McFle, and daughter, tenor against lurther withholding tentiary.
House Bill No. 109, by Blattman,
Miss McFle. Territorial Secretary from entry of the agricultural lands
- an act relative to issuance of licenses
under
Guadthe
in
Lake
Urtin
A.
M.
Otero,
project
xathan Jaffa,
J. H. Vaughn, alupe and Roosevelt counties, was re- - to drinkers of intoxicating liquors,
TorHtoHMl Treasurer
V. Safford, ported favorably by Mechem for the which provides that no drinks dare be
Charles
Auditor
T
on agriculture. Passed sold to any one, except upon produc-withoM. Hervey, committee
'niversity.
James
General
Invitations are out to a card party Attorney E. P. Bujac of Carlsbad, Mrs.
dissent.
tion of annual licenses to cost $3.
Captain
toinorow evening by Misses Anita and Palmer Kettner, District Attorney and
For the committee on judiciary, Me-- Full description of the person is to
Ratnona Baca, to meet Miss Flor- - Mrs tb n Abbott. Mayor and Mrs chem reported favorably, Council Bill appear on each license and licenses
shelm of Springer, who is a visitor
Jose D. Sena, U. S. District Attorney No. 17, regulating the sale of stocks to be Issued only to persons of good
n Santa Fe.
David J. Leahy, Hon. C. R. Brice of of merchandise at a single transaction, moral character and not to habitual
County Commissioner Pino of Gal-- ' Carlsbad, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Garrett, that creditors may be protected.
drinkers. The penalty is $3 to $30
He also reported favorably but with fine for
isteo, upon hearing of the destruc Dr. and Mrs. David Knapp, Sheriff
or jail sent- tion of the court house by fire, rush
No.
Bill
Council
ence
for dealers selling liquor to any
244, by
Charles Ballard of Roswell, Colonel amendments,
ed to Santa Fe to consult with his
Hon.
that
Navarro,
The
prisonproviding
person not having a license.
jail
and Mrs. George W. Pilchard,
ers be put to work, the amendment money derived from the licenses Is to
brother commissioners.
ComLand
of
Aztec,
Price Walters
Mr. and Mrs. Doughterty of Socorro,
missioner R. P. Ervien, Mr. and Mrs. exempting such prisoners as are mere- go into a fund to be known as the
passed Lamy today on their way to Fvnnu-- W. Shearon , Mr. and Mrs. ly on trial and not sentenced. The Jndiglent School Children's Fund."
bill was passed as amended.
Mr. Doughherty being
Washington.
Referred to the committe on educa
Charles Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. William
a member of the statehood delegation
He
also
tion.
buf.
A.
reported
favorably
Spless
H. Bartlett, Hon.. Charles
with amendments Council Bill No.
House Bill No. 110, by Blattman, an
appointed by Governor Curry.
and Captain Charles Christman.
23, providing a form for appearance act to establish a territorial
County Commissioner Alfredo Lit- roads
the
around
were
gathered
While all
bonds. The bill passed as amended, commission. Referred to the commit- cero, of Santa Cruz, a prosperous
and humor sparkled
Also Council Bill No. 39, fixing the amending Section 2, Chapter 11, Ses- business man, is here to consult with festal board wit
such
congenial souls as time for
from
forth
the other members of the board as to
holding the district court in tee on roads and highways.
Colonel
the speedy construction of a new Judge McFle, General Hervey,
the Fourth Judicial District favorably. House Bill No.
Ill, by Blattman, an
Abbott, and others wishing Captain with
court house.
amendments'.
Passed as amend- - act to revise and svstemntlze tho laws
a
and
of
the
day
returns
Green many
6d.
TtCirculars reproducing
nf New MpYfnn
nmsro Ooiflnn
of continual usefulness ana
life
long
Also Council Bill No. 30, an act to 211. of Chanter 97. Laws nf th 97th
of
A.
S.
Bushkevitz
of Ray,
promises
were this afternoon nlaced on the success.
validate an marriages in 190o, solemn- - Legislative Assembly. Referred to the
Colonel J. D. Sena sang two beau- izeu witnout obtaining a license from committee on
desks of legislator with the purpose
judiciary.
of putting a stumbling block In the tiful songs and toasts were drunk to the probate clerk, was reported fa
House Bill No. 112, an act to amend
one
Bujac,
Green
Captain
by
vorably. The bill was passed with Section 1, Chapter 77, Laws of the
path of the Bent county bill in the Captain
of his old army friends, and others. out dissent.
Council.
36th Legislative Assembly,
relative
folCaptain Bujac's remarks were as
Message No. 6, was received from to bounties on wild animals. Referlows:
Governor Curry, announcing that he red to the committe on
territorial af-This Is had
"Ladies and Gentlemen:
signed House Joint Resolution fairs.
ocNo. 3, providing $3,500 for the expen
one of those happy occasions that
House Bill No. 113, by Mirabal, an
who have righteously liv- ses of a statehood committee.
those
cur
to
to amend Chapter 42, Session Laws
act
(Continued From Page 2.)
A communication from
ed and fearlessly served their God
Governor of 1903. Referred to the committee on
the
and their country, when passing
Curry, encloosing a lengthy communijudiciary.
Chapter Tonight Santa Fe Chapter
mile stones of life. He can look back cation relative to the New Mexico
No. 1, R. A .M., will hold a
Council Bill No. 4, by Mechem, an
regular
without remorse or archives, was referred to the commit
convocation this evening at Masonic upon his record
to validate the attempted incorporact
48th
Green's
shame. This is Captain
tee on education.
hall.
ation
of cities and acts already done
is
fitting
it
A communication to the governor
Will Observe Anniversaires St. Mi birthday and, therefore,
with special reference to
Incithereunder,
few
a
relate
to
here
from
and
the
of
convention
proper
county com Tucumcari, was
chael's college is preparing a program
and
passed unanimously.
distinguisheventful
missioners, embodying certain recom
tor the observance of Lincoln's birth- dents of his
Permission'
was
granted1 the Woed life.
mendations
was referred to the com
day, February 12, and Washington's
man's Christian Temperance Union to
Mexi- mittee on finance.
New
to
came
Green
"Captain
birthday, February 22.
Council adjourned to two o'clock to- use the Hall of Representatives on the
Irrigation Hearing Tomorrow Ter co as a soldier in the stormy days
evening of February 10.
ritorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan when the hostile Indians were running morrow afternoon.
The House thereupon adjourned to
will hear a case in which Hugh Duval, over the country and was one of the HOUSE MONDAY AFTERNOON.
ten o'clock tomorrow forenoon.
the
for
After
the
the opening preliminaries,
way
has made application
for water men who he'ped pave
How- House Petition No. 12, from citizens
from the Santa Fe to irrigate G40 ac civilization that we now enjoy.
res and which application is protested ever, after his services in the army of Union county, asking to be included
residence at Gallup in the proposed county of Bent, was
against by the natives' in that region he took up his endeared himself to
he
and
presented.
there
TO
who are represented by B. F. Read.
A motion that the House Committee
An Afflicted Family This forenoon those hardy pioneers and they elected
he SMOKER Fool Room
him to office through on Rules report on House Resolution
the
daughter of Mr. and and
notwithNo.
2, was carried.
ArtKKTS FOR
Mrs'. M. F. Cunningham died at the a long period of years. Yet,
Council Bill No. 4 was reported favHUBB'S LAUNDRY Co.
home on Cerrillos road of scarlet fe- standing bis family ties, when the
ver. This is the second child to suc call was made in 1898 he immediate- orably by the Committee on CorporaAlbuquerque
fations.
cumb to that dread disease within a ly responded and joined that now
The following bills were introduced:
few days, a younger child dying last mous regiment known as 'The Rough
House Bill No. 98, by Baca, an act
week. The funeral will be held nri- - Riders.' After his services in the
Spanish-Americawar he again re- providing that the county, of Santa Fe
tomorrow
10
at
o'clock
vately
morning
turned to the pursuits of peace and be furnished brick, lime and convict 1
and interment will be in Rosario.
his friends. But labor for th construction of a new
Hearing Was HeldSaturday Ter- again settled among
1899 the Fili- court house, the county being unable
In
was
this
temporary.
ritorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan
held a hearing in the case of an ap- pinos fired on our flag, the treaty of to issue bonds for that purpose.
House Bill Noo. 99, by Baca, an act
peace was ratified with Spain and we
plication to divert water of the
So relating to the mileage of county comwith
war
were
the
at
Filipinos.
near Alarnogordo for power purthe dauntless Green was missioners. Referred to the CommitIRA D. SHEPARD
AMERICAN &
poses. The application was made by here again
arms
and throughout that tee on Territorial Affairs.
to
called
O. M. Lee, C. E. Mitchell, J. L. Law-soknu
Proprietor.
kvnur
IsHouse Bill No. 100, by Baca, an act
PLAN
J
The protestants were represent- bloody struggle in those distant
to establish a museum in the Terried at the hearing by Col. G. W. Pilch- lands he ever distinguished himself
to
new
laurels
each
effort
added
and
tory of New Mexico and for other purard and A. H. Hudspeth.
OJd Harvey System Mao.
Twenty his brow.
poses, the bill embodying the proposal
was
time
in
to
which
days
granted
"After the volunteers were again of the Archaeological Institute of
file briefs.
out in 1901 Captain Green America for the establishment at Sanmustered
Going , to Silver City Territorial
ta Fe of a shool of archaeology. ReferF.npitippr Vprnnn T, Siilliviin will m refused to accept a commission In red to
the committee on internal Imhim
his
tendered
by
to Silver City February 16 to hear,the regular army,
provements.
Given Either in
the case of Lynn H. McNett vs the old commander and distinguished and
House Bill No. 101, by Baca, an act
Victoria Land and Cattle company. illustrious President Theodore RooseOtf GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
SPANISH
to the
Mr. Sullivan will go over the country velt, but accepted a captaincy in the slon Laws of 1907. Referred
This, ladies committee on counties and county
HAACKE
in question in an automobile and make Philippines constabulary.
a general examination of irrigation and gentlemen, the unfinished task of lines.
Nusbaums' Washington Ave.
finally quieting the remaining hostile
House Bill No. 102, by Chavez of
matters in that locality.
or care New Mexican.
bands of Filipinos was largely con Sierra, an act relating to and fixing
eluded by Captain Green and his fel the time for election of
justices of the
lows In the constabulary.
peace. Referred to the committee on
"So as President Roosevelt reward' teritorial affairs.
ed Governor Curry for his faithful
House Bill No. 103, by Sweezey, an
Lincoln Centenary Committee.
of all duties assigned act to amend the Laws of the 35th
performance
FOR THE
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa to- him Governor
Curry at the request of Legislative Assembly, relative to the
day appointed the following Lincoln
the president rewarded Captain Green election of city marshals by munici8AN5c!,IUM
Centenary Committee to arrange for
"Thus it is that Captain Green is pal corporations, Referred to the com
the proper celebration of the cente- SANTA FE, N. M, ;.
" ; '
. ,
m
IIIWIT
, , ., ,
Vi
lMV'tUlJiJU itllU I mittee oh corporations.
k,
J or Liincoins
on
Pebruii
birthday T1
ari.1f ty.a uv.....,.....,,,
,ot,iirHCf ui i.i
House Bill No. 104, by Garcia, an
T7ll
srv 119. TiUa TU
i.rv, mtJli- $16 and up per week.
co when I say to you the territorial act to license the holding of dances
8
e Pride of every tax
Councilman John Y. Hewitt of White
this land. This In
throughout
payer
S.
AlbuStover
of
Oaks;
X
X
X
x x x
V
most eloquently and X St
stitution
speaks
querque, and Hon. Eugenio Romero
most
our
argues
qualificaforcefully
of Las Vegas.
tions for statehood.
Statehood Delegates.
"And now as I look around me I
Governor
Curry before leaving
Should It be that you should want a
Do you know old Candelarlo.a
Santa Fe, appointed Hon. George S. see the smiling approval of my re- '
gem
curious?
and
relics
Indian
1 am
e
faces
niarks
and
'onr
l,l)0n
Klock of Albuquerque, a member of
Oandelario has them
Any one can show you the way
statehood committee in place of sured J'ou are lndee1 the Wends of
III the Ancient town of Santa Ve
Sapphires, garnets, and torquols biu
1
Green
and
CaPtaln
him
congratulate
Colonel George W. Prichard, who had
To Oanclelario's.
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
to decline the honor on account of ",on "1S
naing as a citizen
Ox
old
Cart AsKoodasyoipvant he can furnish
In the shop beneath the
as a soldier and as a territorial offiyou
press of business.
of Indlanlart
All
'
the
products
cial.
Clan Oandelario
,
.
Has OandelBV.o
"It is comparatively easy to so conin the ancient town of Santa Fe
Hows and Baskets and Pottery
DELIGHTFUL SURPRISE duct
Is Oandelario.
yourself In this life that your
Beaten Silver and (tlltrree
friends will approve of your actions.
Any one can show you the way
FOR CAPTAIN
Kvery old kind f trumpery
To Oandelario
Has Oandelario
It Is comparatively easy to appeal to
For anything you want to know
In
those
meet
to
you
want
walks
your daily
bo
Koran Indian Blanket you
Enjoyable Affair at Territorial PeniFor any kind of a Ourlo
;
are
that
and
friends.
But
your
To
equals
Candelario
of
tentiary Thursday Evening
Go to Oandelario,
and
to
I
When
has
(Ihlniayos
man
a
Is
He
.arapes
you:
set
say
Last Week.
Old halletns and Navajoes
over men deprived of their liberty and
There are all the kinds that anyone
Captain John W. Green, warden of
T
knows
.i.
own
ana
wnue
oi
meir
aesires
the territorial Denitentlary. was de
yet
At Oandelarlos
lightfully surprised Thursday evening having, perfect discipline so endear
bv a host of friends- who assembled, himself to those unfortunates as to
unexpected to the Captain, and ten- - Inspire in them renewed life and
their srood wishes to him on the e,'f?v and cause them to look forward
Santa Fe, N, M.
occasion of his forty-eight- h
301 303 San Francisco
birthday with fa,th and confidence to that day W
W
W1U
De resiorea to meir
w"en
lue'
$
anniversary.
I
that
takes
say
Captain
While the Captain was on an lnspec liberty,
X X x
i
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BARGAINS
THE PRICES

DOWN GO

at still lower prices in order to move

We have marked a lot of goods

We positively close our store on the thirteenth of this month.

them out.

pre-electi-

Come now; come quickly, If you wish to take advantage of these big, big

bargains.

LAUNDRY SOAP
big lot of White Birch soap at

A

8

bars Mascot yellow soap for

bars for

8

23

Minor City Topics

cents.

25c.

boxes Twenty Mule soap chips, 13c.

2

PIPE BARGAINS
We have slashed the prices of

Meerchaum pipes at from

$1.50

pipes still farther.

high-grad- e

to

$ 4.00,

at from three to six

formerly sold

dollars. These are genuine bargains, and cannot be duplicated.
$5.00

Briar pipes, mounted in sterling silver or gold, for

Very fancy pipes mounted and with genuine amber bits

$3.50.

at from

93c to

ake your Laundry

$3.50.

T

HOME GOODS
Lunch baskets at

5c

and

Willow Clothes Baskets
A

10c.

at

$1.00.

big lot of household necessities at

2y2c, 5c

and

These are dippers,

10c.

pie plates, whisk brooms, soap dishes, stove pokers, cake pans, etc.
meal bowls, 73c a dozen,
25c.

Souvenir china,

inner plates,

$1.00 a dozen.

10c, in place of 23c.

75c

Oat

butter dishes for

Granite milk pans,

15c.

Puddin

n

Claire Cafe

Ria-dos-

pans and preserve kettles away down below value.

EAT AT

a,

L

GLASS GOODS
Another cut in Glass Goods.
ments now two for

15c.

Fifte

at

10c.

A

the basket, and take your pick.

See them In

cent Grape Juice, two for 15c or
bargain lot of goods

75 c

In gl

Pickles, Mustard and Condi

en-ce-

Ten- -

a dozen. A lot of 20c Pickles, etc.,

ass at

5c.

See them on the counter.

COCOA
Imperial Cocoa is made by the Dut ch process and
pound cans formerly 40c, now 30c; quarter

pound

Cocoa, half pound tins, 25c; quarter pound tins,

ing Chocolate, per

Is--

very soluahle.

cans

tyo for

15c.

25c.

Half

Huyler's

Huyler's Bak

SICK

t'"

We have quite a lot of Tree Brand Tea In Oolong Japan and Mixed
Black and Green. These are very fine flavored teas and sold at 35c and
70c for pound and half pound packages.
COc

OFFICIAL MATTERS

DR. DIAZ

pound, 40c.

TEA

60c;

GRAMMAR LESSONS

We now offer them at 25c

nd

one pound packages Japan Tea for 40c; 30c packages for 20c. A

very fine mixed Tea at 40c per pound.

)

FRESH EGGS
Fresh laid New Mexico Eggs, per dozen,

40c.

XXX XXX

CANDELAKIO

,

as-th-

a'

GRIEf

'

tmm IIS

-

en-der-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
Street.

xxxxxx.xxxxxx

